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TRIPLE TRUST TRAINING – IMPACT EVALUATION 
Introduction and Background 
The Triple Trust Organisation (TTO) is a micro-enterprise development organisation committed 
to making a significant impact in opportunity-deprived communities. Founded in 1988 and based 
in the Western Cape, the increasing demand for its services, especially from rural communities, 
led the organisation to expand beyond its original base. Since 1997, the TTO has also offered its 
services to communities in the Eastern Cape. 
 
The TTO aims to empower those disadvantaged by apartheid to improve their social and 
economic circumstances. Its primary target market are those who have limited skills and limited 
access to resources. Its clients are mainly women and youth in both rural and urban areas, but the 
TTO is also active in prison communities.  
 
The TTO helps unemployed and emerging business people to start their own businesses and 
become economically self-reliant through a range of services. These include basic business and 
manufacturing skills training, the facilitation of access to finance, premises and markets, and 
business clubs. The TTO also offers business courses to potential and existing business people to 
help them start a business or to help improve their business performance. 
 
The three main training courses offered by the TTO have a duration of between three to seven 
weeks. 
 The Business Action Plan Programme deals with entrepreneurial characteristics, the selection 
of an appropriate business and business plans. The development of business plans are meant 
to help the participants in accessing finance and managing their business. This course lasts 
for 3 weeks and is offered at a cost of R60.  
 The Leather Work Training Course teaches participants to produce products like leather 
purses, belts and bags. Participants also receive two weeks of business training. The course 
lasts for between 4 and 7 weeks and is offered at a cost of R50.  
 The Sewing Training Course also teaches participants how to make a range of products, like 
tracksuits, school shirts and tunics and dresses. The sewing course includes two weeks of 
business training and costs R50 and lasts for between 4 and 7 weeks.  
 
The Triple Trust Organisation undertakes regular impact evaluations to: 
 Measure the impact of its programmes on the target market; 
 Assess the TTO‟s organisational effectiveness; 
 Improve and adjust the programmes and services it offers; 
 Be accountable to its funders and stakeholders. 
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This report will assess firstly the impact of the various TTO training courses on former 
participants, especially small-scale entrepreneurs, and secondly the organisational effectiveness 
of the TTO. The conclusion will report on the main findings of the study. 
 
Context 
There has been a steep increase in the number of economically active people in the labour 
market (from 11.4 million in 1995 to 12.8 million in 1999), while the number of unemployed has 
increased over the same period (from 1.8 million in 1995 to 3.2 million in 1999).  This means 
that job creation in both the formal and the informal sectors is not keeping pace with the demand 
for work, as increasing numbers of people become available for work, and look for work.1  This 
increasing stress in the labour market is most likely impacting significantly on the success rates 
of business start-ups and should be kept in mind while evaluating the success or failure of the 
TTO training programme.  The labour market shows very specific characteristics for each race 
and for both sexes.  The most recent labour participation, absorption and unemployment rates by 
sex and race for South Africa as a whole, are provided in Figure 1 below. 
                                               
1
 South Africa in Transition: Selected Statistics from the October Household Survey of 1999 and Changes that have 
occurred between 1995 and 1999. (Statistics SA). 
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Figure 1: Labour absorption, participation and unemployment rates by sex 
and race (OHS, 1999) 
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Methodology 
To evaluate and analyse the effectiveness and impact of the current TTO training courses, we 
assessed both quantitative and qualitative data. The quantitative component consisted of a 
structured questionnaire which was administered to TTO training participants in their home 
language. The table below shows the distribution of the sample by area and type of training.  
 
 Eastern Cape Western Cape 
Training type Frequency % Frequency % 
Business 44 30% 46 55% 
Leather 50 35% 7 8% 
Sewing 51 35% 26 31% 
Silk screening - - 4 5% 
Total 145 100% 83 100% 
Table 1: Type of training received 
The qualitative component consisted of three focus group discussions with TTO training 
participants in the Western Cape. Two of these focus groups were held with former prisoners 
who had participated in a TTO training course and had since been released. The third focus 
group was held with a group of prisoners who had participated in a TTO training course in prison 
and who were still awaiting release. 
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FOCUS GROUPS 
Female prisoners 
Introduction 
These focus group participants differed from the other prison focus group participants in that 
they were still in prison and therefore had been unable to apply their skills outside prison 
conditions. For this reason, the views expressed below relate only to what participants envision 
upon being released from jail and not what has happened in practice.  
 
A group of 8 coloured female prisoners was interviewed to evaluate the training they received 
while in prison. All of them participated in the Triple Trust‟s leather course, while two of them 
also did the sewing course and one the business course.  While the courses seem to be open to 
everyone, participants indicated that people who attend school (for ABET courses) seem to get 
priority to attend.  
 
Motivation for attending the training 
For the most part, participants felt that undergoing the training would allow them to help 
themselves once they are released from jail.  As one participant put it, “I just felt that if I could 
learn something while in jail, then when I‟m free I‟m a step nearer to finding work”.  In this 
vein, one of the participants felt that acquiring a skill through the training course would enable 
her to start her own small business.  As she put it, “if more of these course are offered, it‟s going 
to help our country‟s economy and to make people self-subsistent”.  
 
Course expectations 
It would seem that participants had very simple expectations when they started with the courses. 
In particular, participants mentioned simply acquiring a skill or being successful.  When asked if 
their expectations had been fulfilled, participants seemed to be very positive as they felt that they 
were given the opportunity in jail to do something with their lives, be creative and be “skilled in 
something”.  Thus, the training seemed to have positive effects not only in allowing for creativity 
and the production of items that participants felt proud of, but also in discovering what they were 
capable of doing.  As one participant put it, “I didn‟t know what my capabilities were, but you 
discover a lot about yourself through these courses”. Beyond the acquisition of a very practical 
skill, the training also seemed to allow for the improvement of relationships between female 
prisoners. In one woman‟s words, “these courses have also improved relationships amongst us.  
Many of us don‟t really know each other intimately, but by working together, then we learn to 
know one another”.  
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Impact of the training 
Besides allowing women to acquire a skill and discover their hidden creativity, it would seem 
that the training gave them the encouragement to think about different future possibilities and 
possibly expand on what they learnt.  As one woman described it,  
 
“on the course you just make a few things…but then you realise that besides those things, 
there are a lot of things that you can make.  You just improve and you become more 
innovative and more creative.  I think if everyone believes that these things can influence 
their future when they leave here, then they can make a success of it.  We can change our 
own future and open up doors for ourselves”.  
 
A number of participants indicated that they had no desire to work for a boss once they were 
released from jail.  Instead, participants highlighted the possibility of being able to provide 
training to people in their communities, including the youth, in order to empower them.  As one 
woman expressed this, “it would help the young people to stay off the streets”.  Moreover, rather 
than benefiting one boss, participants felt that “all our communities can benefit at the same 
time”.  
 
While very excited about having the chance to train others locally, there was also a realisation 
among some participants that despite the desire to produce other items, it is not always possible 
to do so, due to financial limitations.  As expressed by one participant, “it‟s just that we don‟t 
always have the leather available to make other things.  Otherwise you have to use your own 
money to buy leather”.  
 
Starting up a business 
In a similar vein, when asked whether they felt that they could start their own business based on 
the skills and knowledge acquired, about half of the respondents seemed to be enthusiastic about 
this possibility. The enthusiasm seems to be linked to women having more confidence and belief 
in themselves. In addition, one of them indicated that establishing a business would be very 
likely given that she was now involved in the business course as well, which was allowing her 
not only to learn about inputs/outputs but also about business plans. It is possible that the 
participants who did not express their opinions on this question have not really given much 
thought to establishing a small business yet. This might be different once they are released from 
jail. 
 
Those who seemed to be willing to start a business indicated that they would first start on a small 
scale, such as selling handbags to family and friends, in order to accumulate sufficient capital to 
expand from there. Others indicated that they would like to work with youth, particularly drug 
addicts or through a social/recreational club for youth and impart skills as a form of counselling.  
Thus, they hope to build the self-image of young people in the same way that theirs was built up 
by attending the courses. According to one participant, “most young people become involved 
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with crime because of their inner loneliness.  So my imparting of skills will be part of 
recreational and other social activities”.  
 
Only a couple of participants mentioned factors that would encourage them to start their own 
businesses. One of them indicated that she would be able to approach her family or church 
community to market her products, once she had produced a sample. Another participant 
mentioned that she had also participated in the basket-making course; therefore, she would be 
able to diversify her products and not be limited to selling only leather products. 
 
When asked whether they thought that being women might disadvantage them in starting up a 
business, most participants felt that despite perceptions that women are unable to run businesses, 
they would be able to succeed. Most of them indicated that they would encourage their friends to 
start their own business.  As one woman put it, “I think it‟s still going to take some time for 
women to make their mark in the business world.. [but] I maintain that when you educate a man, 
you educate an individual, but when you educate a woman, you educate a nation”. While 
recognising the obstacles, women were generally enthusiastic about entering the business world. 
One participant indicated that “as women, we can show the world that we can do it”. Similarly, 
another participant added that “women are more convincing than men.  Being convincing is very 
important in running a business. I think that we‟ve got it!”. 
 
Obstacles to starting up a business 
Start-up capital 
Start-up capital seems to be a concern for most participants, particularly those who do not feel 
that they can depend on their families to assist them.  In the words of one participant, “we‟ve got 
lots of ideas as to how our products can be different from the rest that‟s on the market, but we‟ll 
need money to start off”.  Some participants were convinced that they would be able to get 
assistance from their families to start up.  Others, however, indicated that if they were forced to 
borrow money from a bank, “then you have to consider the interest repayments as well”.  
 
In general, participants did not have much faith on friends being able to help them with their 
businesses.  Some felt that “friends only support you if they can get something out of the deal” 
or they are not dependable as “they might be in a worse position than us, when we get out 
there”. 
 
Transport costs 
Similarly, some respondents considered the possible impact of transport costs: “We also have to 
consider transport, especially if we want to target remote areas.  So the transport costs can make 
your product more expensive, which could be a problem”.  
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Limited training & opportunities beyond prison life 
Several participants raised concerns about the limited training that they received.  
Notwithstanding the fact that most of them praised the Triple Trust for providing the training, 
they were also concerned that the training was a once-off event.  In this regard, the words of one 
participant are worth quoting at length:  
 
“I think Triple-Trust has given us the opportunity to go out there and to prove to the 
world that the time we spent in prison was not in vain, but that we came out as better 
people, better-skilled people...that we can make something from our lives.  It‟s just a pity 
that the training we received is a once off, or that we can‟t really fully develop our skills 
while here in jail. 
 
Similarly, another participant warned that the enthusiasm acquired through training is likely to 
wane by the time they are released from prison.  As she put it, “while you‟re busy with the 
course and you are making an item, then it‟s very exciting.  But as time goes on and you don‟t 
get the opportunity to exercise your acquired skills, then the excitement and eagerness leaves 
you”. Linked to this, other participants felt that there is currently no support that extends beyond 
the once-off training.  In the words of one participant, “we get the training, but there aren‟t any 
money or systems in place whereby we could develop further”.  
 
Recommendations for Triple Trust 
 
Producing a greater variety of products 
While most participants welcomed the opportunity to learn how to produce leather products, they 
suggested that they should be allowed to make a greater variety of products.  In the words of one 
participant, “we made a purse and a key-holder and so on. I think they could have allowed us to 
make more products, like a briefcase or a shoe”. Similarly, another participant suggested that the 
Triple Trust “can offer different courses or the making of different products.  I mean, we‟ve also 
got ideas as to what to do with the leather…but we are restricted to making a purse or a key-
holder”.  
 
Being selective on participants who attend the course(s) 
Participants seemed to be concerned that people attend the course even though they lack interest 
in acquiring the skills. For this reason, participants felt that the Triple Trust should become more 
selective as to who attends the courses.  As one participant explained this, “there may be people 
who just do the courses because they don‟t want to do other work, so someone who will be heart 
and soul into manufacturing leather products could be deprived of an opportunity of attending 
the course. Then the Triple Trust could walk the extra mile with those people who wish to change 
their lives through their skills”.   
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Forming partnerships and expanding the support beyond a once-off training 
Generally, participants felt that Triple Trust was offering a very useful service; however, most 
participants felt disappointed that the support they receive is often a once-off event. In order to 
address this shortcoming, participants suggested that Triple Trust should attempt to form 
partnerships with individuals who have undergone their training.  In the words of one participant: 
 
I understand that Triple Trust is an NGO, but they have to look at ways of forming 
partnerships. They could track those people who want to make a living from their 
training and evaluate them on a regular basis. If they are profitable, Triple Trust could 
invest in them, so that the partnership could be beneficial to both parties. 
 
As the quote above illustrates, participants have high expectations towards Triple Trust 
providing support that extends beyond training in prison.  
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Male ex-prisoners 
Introduction 
In addition to interviewing female prisoners, two groups of coloured male released prisoners 
were interviewed to obtain their perceptions of the training received as well as their ability to 
apply that training upon their release from prison. 
 
Different participants indicated that they were part of different Triple Trust courses, namely, the 
leather, sewing and small-business courses.  Some participants went on the courses as far back as 
1997, while others finished the courses more recently.   
 
Participants were generally either asked directly to participate in the courses or were informed 
about course offerings by way of posters and notices put up in prisons. A couple of respondents 
indicated that they were given priority in attending the courses because they were to be released 
shortly after completion of the courses.   
 
Motivation for attending the training 
Generally, respondents participated in the different courses with the aim of improving 
themselves.  As one participant put it, “Because I grew up in the apartheid era and was 
oppressed inside and outside of prison, I felt that I needed to uplift myself and that‟s what led me 
to empower myself”.   Similarly, another respondent indicated:  
 
“When I was sentenced to prison for ten years, I felt that I had to do some sort of course 
while behind bars because everybody else on the outside like my family, they were all 
educated…I had to prove myself to them and that‟s why I had to grab this opportunity to 
take a chance and prove it to myself”. 
 
Others were more specific about their motivations, arguing that “the motivation for me was that I 
would acquire a life skill and that I would be able to carry it over to others”.  While the majority 
of respondents shared these motivations, some also indicated that participation in the course 
encouraged them to avoid getting into trouble while in prison.  As one participant described this: 
“It gave us something to do so that we don‟t have to resort to doing things we are not supposed 
to be doing”.  Along the same lines, another respondent said that “when you are in prison it‟s 
easy to go down into the ranks with the others but I thought to myself that I would rather like to 
better myself so that when I leave prison I can improve my life”. 
 
Course expectations 
Most respondents shared the expectation that attending the courses offered by Triple Trust would 
either help them to set up their own businesses or facilitate their obtaining a job once they were 
released from prison.  As one participant put it,  
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Look, you come out of prison...you need to go out and work to provide for your family.  
What do you do if the bosses ask if you‟ve got a criminal record? If you say yes, if you 
speak the truth, then that man is going to chase you away.  So how are you going to get a 
job? So I just believe that we have to use the skills that we‟ve been taught. 
  
It would seem that respondents had very high expectations for the Triple Trust, extending far 
beyond the actual courses offered in prison. As expressed by one participant, “it‟s going to be 
difficult for us to get a job, so Triple Trust is our only escape route” (Emphasis added).   
 
More generally, participants felt that the attending the course would allow them to acquire a 
skill.  As one participant expressed this, “I know attending the courses would be beneficial for 
me.  I couldn‟t do sewing, but I‟ve acquired that skill now.  Triple Trust taught me to believe in 
myself, and if you‟ve got that, then you can attain your goals and dreams.” 
 
Impact of the training 
As might have been expected, the training had a positive impact on most respondents.  
Generally, respondents indicated that attending courses allowed them to improve their self-
esteem and believe in their ability of running their own businesses.  In the words of one 
participant, the course “lifts you up, it makes you rise a bit higher than the other guys.  The 
course gives you a sense of direction. It has a positive effect on one‟s life”.  Another participant 
put it thus, “The courses rebuilt my self-esteem and I believed that I could become a better 
person…Triple Trust taught me to believe that I can stand on my own two feet”. In a similar 
vein, another participant added that attending the course “gives you motivation to cope better 
with every day life.  It was my niece‟s birthday and I was so proud of myself and she was proud 
of me too because I could make her a leather bag for her birthday…It made me feel so good”. 
 
In addition to strengthening self-esteem and allowing participants to feel proud of what they can 
make, one participant also added that through the course, “I learned to work with people and to 
communicate with others.  I have friends now and I can speak to people with confidence.  I can 
now give something back to the community. They can‟t take your education away from you”. 
 
Linked to the above, some participants were quite explicit of the ways in which the training has 
allowed them to improve their lives once out of prison.  As one participant expressed this, “I 
have been out of prison for three years and there is such an improvement in the quality of my life 
if you compare it to the attitude I had before I went to prison”. More specifically, one participant 
indicated that “when I got out of prison I got my old job back and within a month I was 
promoted to a supervisor‟s position because I had my certificates from the leather course I did 
while in prison”.  Similarly, speaking about his business partner, one participant added that “I 
introduced him to the tender system and now we have a tender worth R900,000.  It was definitely 
Triple Trust that motivated me to get this far.” 
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As exemplified by the above quotes, it would seem that attending the courses offered by Triple 
Trust in prisons has had a positive and concrete impact in improving the lives of some of the 
participants in our study.   
 
Starting up a business 
Participants generally felt that they had the ability to start their own businesses, even if 
sometimes this feeling emanated out of the lack of any other alternative. However, the majority 
of respondents were concerned about overcoming the obstacle of getting started, including both 
people‟s perceptions of ex-prisoners as well as financial constraints, in the form of start-up 
capital.  
 
People‟s perceptions in the form of employers being unwilling to employ ex-prisoners, or 
businesspeople being unwilling to become partners with ex-prisoners were raised as constraints 
in trying to start a small business.  As one participant described this, “it will take time for people 
to trust you.  People will still have the perception that you are that same person, that you haven‟t 
changed.” 
 
Participants generally received encouragement from their families to turn their lives around but 
as one participant summed it up, “family can support you only to a certain point.  My family 
struggles just as much as I do, so they are not in a position to help me financially”.  Only one 
participant pointed out that his family hesitated to support him when he asked for help. As he put 
it, “I went to my family members to ask them to borrow me money, but they were very reluctant, 
because I had just come out of prison”.    
 
Most respondents indicated that they were unable to rely on friends, either because they are often 
in a worse situation than participants are or because they have lost contact with them after being 
prison. In one participant‟s words, “each person must look after himself…My previous friends 
are not in a position to help me change my life for the better”.  
 
Since respondents enjoyed limited financial support from friends and family, they raised the 
problem of obtaining start-up capital.  As one participant expressed this, “I had an idea of 
starting my own business but I didn‟t have the capital…Triple Trust has after care but that only 
comes when you are really starting something big”. Similarly, another respondent put it thus: “I 
didn‟t have anything to live for, but as a result of Triple Trust, I discovered that I could make 
garments, that I could draw up a business plan, that I could run a business.  But now I need 
assistance outside to put all those things into practice”. 
 
While participants were grateful to Triple Trust for the skills that they were able to acquire while 
in prison, they also complained about the lack of assistance they received from Triple Trust upon 
being released from prison.  In the words of one participant, “we did the sewing course and the 
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leatherwork course, but finance is our problem.  We can‟t do anything without finance for 
materials or tools. So I would appreciate it if Triple Trust could be of further assistance to me”. 
This sentiment was echoed by another participant who said that “Triple Trust gave us the skills 
and support while we were in prison. But now that we‟re out, there‟s no Triple Trust for us 
outside…there‟s no support from them. So I want to ask them why can‟t they give us the same 
support and encouragement outside of prison”. 
 
In contrast, one participant from one of the groups was very positive about finding job 
opportunities. According to him, “this country has a lot of potential for non white people that‟s 
awake because it‟s not only for the white man anymore, because he needs the black man to 
survive”.  He went on to explain that because he didn‟t have any family to approach for money, 
he relied on white people to enter into a partnership out of which he made R12,000 selling 
clothes.  In his own words, “I had no support, but I used so called white people because they got 
all the money”.  In addition, he added that “I went to the government and registered myself as a 
previously disadvantaged individual on this programme where only non white companies would 
get contracts to paint police buildings, and so on”.  
 
Triple Trust support upon release from prison 
From the quotes presented above, it would seem that several participants felt that Triple Trust 
does not provide sufficient assistance once people are released from prison.  However, some 
participants indicated that they have received some support from the Triple Trust upon being 
released.  For example, one participant became a business consultant for Triple Trust and is now 
involved in conducting the Triple Trust courses.  Another participant explained that Triple Trust 
“introduced me to a leather smith and there I learned more talents.  How to work with leather, 
to make belts and bags and so on, but only the basics”.   
 
Similarly, some participants indicated that they receive assistance from Triple Trust by being 
members of what they termed the Triple Trust Club, where people can buy materials at 
discounted prices. As one participant put it, “I only started with the Triple Trust Club now and 
what they do is that they go out to the suppliers on your behalf and plead your case…They would 
negotiate a discount of twenty percent when we buy materials there, which is good because it 
helps us to get started. They also have a savings scheme now, which is a good thing, because 
there are people on the course”.  Another way in which Triple Trust helps through one of its 
courses is by giving items to participants to sell.  As one participant explained this: “Our course 
is seven weeks and by the sixth week you must reach a target of R200 and once you reach that 
target, then Triple Trust gives you another R100.  You then have R300. With that money you can 
buy more materials and with that you can grow”.  Participants also mentioned that when they 
engage in one of the business courses, they are introduced to a loan of R20.  According to one 
participant, “they then teach you with that little amount you can start your business.  There are 
people who can make R200 or R3000 from that R20, but only if you are very serious about 
money, can you do that”.  
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It would seem from the above that participants are able to receive some forms of extended 
assistance; however, it would seem that people need to be either good businesspeople or be 
motivated enough to make that assistance work for them.  Despite these forms of assistance, it 
became clear that the majority of participants still feel that “Triple Trust has to support and 
assist us on the outside as well.  We are now in a position to save those who are on their way to 
prison, by helping the unemployed and the youth who don‟t have anything meaningful to live 
for.”  In the same vein, another participant commented that “the thing about Triple Trust is that 
they say that they are giving you food for life by allowing you to do these courses while in 
prison, but when you come out it‟s like they kick your feet out from under you and then you lay 
there, helpless”. Echoing this sentiment, yet another participant put it thus: “If I can make an 
example.  If a baby is born and he just lies there afterwards, what would happen to that baby? 
That is how I feel about Triple Trust.  They give you that light start and that‟s it”. 
 
Recommendations for Triple Trust 
Aid ex-prisoners in obtaining employment and access to financial assistance 
Out of the two focus groups, participants made a series of recommendations directly to the Triple 
Trust.  Participants who were not recipients of Triple Trust assistance after their prison term 
urged the Triple Trust to aid them. As one participant put it, “Triple Trust is doing a good job by 
giving inmates skills to be self-employed, but where they are lacking is with the after-care.  
There‟s only after-care when you start your business, but when you come outside you‟re alone 
and when you make contact with them, they listen to you and they say they‟ll get back to you 
later”.   
 
In this vein, some participants indicated that Triple Trust should help ex-prisoners to find 
employment.  In one participant‟s opinion, “the majority of Triple Trust‟s guys who are coming 
out of prison don‟t have the ambition to create their own jobs, but they need jobs.  They get out 
and they look for jobs everywhere and they are unsuccessful…Triple Trust should make it their 
number one priority to help the prisoners to find jobs once they are released, after they‟ve done 
the course”.   Linked to this, one participant who is now a business consultant for Triple Trust 
indicated that there is a substantial amount of money that has been allocated to Pollsmoor prison 
for upgrading purposes.  As he suggested, he would like to get Triple Trust “to employ the day 
parolees, because they can‟t get work.  So why can‟t they use them to do the work, why must they 
get people from the outside to do this work when the day parolees could do it themselves?”.   
 
In addition, participants suggested that Triple Trust should help people who need access to 
money.  According to one participant, “Triple Trust has to find a way to help those people with 
money, maybe by giving them small loans if they have their own business plan, because they can 
connect you with financial institutions”.  
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Undertake continuous training and assessment of training recipients  
Besides helping with access to financial assistance and jobs, participants felt that Triple Trust 
should continue to train people or have a mechanism that can be used to assess whether people 
are making an effort to apply their skills. In the words of one participant, “I would like it if 
[Triple Trust] could have an establishment outside of prison so that people can continue 
learning about small business.  It doesn‟t make sense that a person who wants to start a business 
doesn‟t know what to do, because they have no experience with it”.  For those who have the 
experience, participants would like Triple Trust to carry out some form of assessment.  As one 
participant put it, Triple Trust “have made a start, but now they need to see out the process.  
Maybe they could have a centre or a building where I could go to so that they could assess 
whether I‟m still eager and interested.  It will also show that I didn‟t just do the courses to 
merely pass the time, but that I did it in order to change my life….to make a living.” 
 
Establish a facility for the production of goods 
A couple of participants indicated that they have limited physical space where they can produce 
goods applying the skills learnt from Triple Trust.  As one of them expressed this, “I come out of 
a very small house, so there wouldn‟t be any space for me to run a business from home…So I 
want Triple Trust to provide some sort of facility or a centre where I could go and make my 
products without any hassles or so”.  
 
Train course recipients to become course instructors 
One way of helping ex-prisoners who attended the Triple Trust courses to succeed once out of 
prison could be to train course recipients to become course instructors and hence allow those 
skills to be transferred to other communities.  As expressed by one participant, “We could even 
be trained as instructors, in order to train others.  I think that will be something good, because 
we will be giving something back to our communities”. 
 
Play a role in establishing a network of small businesses 
According to participants, Triple Trust is very well positioned to establish a network of small 
businesses and a communication network that would allow course recipients to assist, encourage 
and support one another.  The creation of this network could facilitate the establishment of small 
business partnerships, as well as preferential access to materials and financial assistance. 
 
Along these lines, one participant who has been successful suggested to other participants the 
following: “You guys must start a club, like the Triple Trust Club and when you guys come out 
you can do things together.  You are together in prison doing the courses, but when you walk out 
you‟re like Robben Island…The so-called white people don‟t do that, be it in the panel beating 
business or farming, they stick together. So you should have a plan to stick together”. In other 
words, not only Triple Trust but also ex-prisoners themselves have a co-ordinating role to play to 
improve their chances of establishing small businesses successfully.  
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EASTERN CAPE 
Demographics and Background 
Sex 
Over two thirds (70%, N=101) of the interviewed training participants were female. Thirty 
percent (N=44) of the interviewees were male. 
 
 Sex 
Training type Male Female All 
Business 16 28 44 
Leather 25 25 50 
Sewing 3 48 51 
Total 44 101 145 
Table 2: Number of male and female participants, by type of training 
Men were significantly more likely to have attended the leather work course, while the sewing 
course was dominated by female participants. The business course was equally popular with men 
and women in relation to the overall attendance. 
Trainee’s position in household 
Sex Household head Spouse/partner  Other adult Total 
Male 26% (N=11) 17% (N=7) 57% (N=24) 100% (N=42) 
Female 19% (N=19) 40% (N=40) 40% (N=40) 100% (N=99) 
All 21% (N=30) 33% (N=47) 45% (N=64) 100% (N=141) 
Table 3: Position in the household, by sex 
Most female participants were either the spouse/partner of the household head or another adult 
household member. Almost half (45%) of the participants in the TTO training courses were 
neither the head of the household they lived in, nor the spouse or partner of the head of the 
household. This might indicate that the TTO training courses are particularly useful to household 
members who have to provide additional income in order to support the main bread winner. 
 
 Spouses/partners were significantly more likely to attend the TTO sewing training (51%), but 
less likely to take part in the business course. 
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Dependants 
# dependants Frequency % 
None 9 8 
1 to 2 31 26 
3 to 4 42 36 
5 to 6 21 18 
7 or more 15 13 
Total 118 100 
Table 4: How many dependants are you responsible for? 
Very few of the participants in the TTO training courses had no dependants2, while the majority 
of them (62%) had between one and four. This indicates that most participants are in need of a 
regular and sufficient income to sustain themselves and those who depend on them. 
Agricultural activity 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5: How do you use the products or animals?  
Since people from rural communities are one of the target groups of the TTO, it is not surprising 
that 42% (N=59) of the training course participants were engaged in some form of agricultural 
production. In the vast majority of cases (86%, N=55), this appears to be subsistence agricultural 
activity, since the produce is used as food for the household. Only 9 respondents were engaged 
in agricultural activity for the purpose of selling or bartering their products. 
                                               
2
 Dependants are defined as young children or elderly people who rely on the respondent for income and survival. 
Use of agricultural products  Frequency % 
Food for family 55 86 
Sell or barter  9 14 
Total  64 100 
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Client Impact 
This section of the report will analyse the actual impact of the TTO training courses on the 
participants and their businesses. This impact will be measured through the current economic 
status of the participants, in particular the number of those who are economically active and 
those who are in business.  
 
The section then looks in greater detail at those training participants who are currently engaged 
in business activities and the impact of the TTO training on them. This includes the creation and 
sustainability of small businesses as a result of the TTO training courses, the effects on the 
income of business owners, changes in sales and assets, employment creation, access to 
equipment and business growth and satisfaction.  
 
This section of the report also looks at the impact of the TTO training on the income levels of all 
participants, other social and personal benefits they might have derived from attending the 
courses, and whether or not the TTO training met their expectations. The concluding part of the 
section will assess the level of access to finance of the training participants and the obstacles to 
business creation. 
Current status 
Current status Count % 
I am unemployed 93 64 
I sell things, but I do not consider this to be a business 13 9 
I am working part-time 11 8 
I am studying or attending training 10 7 
I am self-employed running a business as an individual 9 6 
I am usually in business, but not the last month 3 2 
I am self-employed as a part of a group business 3 2 
I am raising a family and/or running a household 2 1 
I am working full-time 1 1 
Total 145 100 
Table 6: What is your current economic status?3 
Over a quarter (28%, N=40) of TTO training course participants were economically active4 in 
some form at the time of the survey. While some respondents considered themselves to be 
unemployed, they were nevertheless classed as economically active if they were also engaged in 
some kind of income producing activity. 
 
                                               
3
 Multi-mention question. Respondents were able to give more than 1 answer! 
4
 This includes respondents who sell things but do not consider this a business and respondents who are normally in 
business but not for the last month. 
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Type Frequency % 
Business 14 33% 
Leather 8 16% 
Sewing 18 35% 
All 40 28% 
Table 7: Economically active respondents, by type of training 
The majority (68%, N=32) of economically active respondents had attended a TTO business or 
sewing training courses. However, the small size of the sample makes it impossible to determine 
whether the type of training course attended had any significant impact on the current economic 
status of the respondents. 
 
Just under a fifth (19%, N=28) of training course participants were now in business in some 
form5. However, 13 of these small-scale entrepreneurs did not consider their selling activities to 
constitute a real business, and 3 of these respondents had not been in business in the previous 
month. Only 3 business entrepreneurs worked as part of a group, while 9 business owners 
worked on their own. 
 
Type Frequency % 
Business 9 21% 
Leather 6 12% 
Sewing 13 26% 
All 28 19% 
Table 8: In business, by type of training 
A higher proportion of those currently involved in some kind of business activity had attended 
the sewing course rather than the leather work or business course. However, many respondents 
who did not currently use their skills to run a business nevertheless appreciated their new skills 
and made other use of them, for example by making clothes and leather goods for themselves 
and their families, and by helping other entrepreneurs with their knowledge. 
                                               
5
 This includes respondents who are normally in business but not in the month prior to the survey and those who sell 
things but do not consider this to be a business. 
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Type of business 
Type of business Frequency % 
Dressmaking or sewing 8 36 
Selling other items 6 27 
Spaza shop 5 23 
Leatherwork 2 9 
Hawker 1 5 
Total 22 100 
Table 9: Type of business 
Eight of the respondents who were currently involved in a business activity said that this 
business constituted of dressmaking and sewing. This activity on its own, however, did not 
appear to provide sufficient income, since two of these dressmakers were also involved in the 
leatherwork business, one ran a spaza shop in addition, and yet another one sold other items as 
well as making dresses. 
 
The two respondents who were primarily involved in the leatherwork business also both relied 
on additional forms of business, one by raising livestock and the other by sewing and 
dressmaking. 
 
Type of training Type of business Frequency % 
Business 
Selling other items 4 57 
Spaza shop 2 29 
Dressmaking or sewing 1 14 
Total 7 100 
Leather 
Leatherwork 2 40 
Dressmaking or sewing 1 20 
Selling other items 1 20 
Spaza shop 1 20 
Total 5 100 
Sewing 
Dressmaking or sewing 6 60 
Spaza shop 2 20 
Selling other items 1 10 
Hawker 1 10 
Total 10 100 
Table 10: Type of current business, by type of training 
Sewing and dressmaking appears to be the most versatile business activity, since these 
respondents were found in all the training courses. The two entrepreneurs who were involved in 
the leather work business had both attended the TTO course on this subject. However, sewing is 
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a more widespread skill than leather work, and participants might have had previous knowledge. 
The TTO business course had been mostly attended by entrepreneurs who were selling ready-
produced goods rather than self-produced wares. 
Businesses creation 
The TTO appears to have had some success in empowering training participants to set up a new 
business. Ten of the 28 respondents who were currently engaged in some kind of business 
activity had not been in business before the training course. Six of these respondents had 
attended the sewing course, 3 the business training and 1 the leather work class. 
 Out of the 9 people who now considered themselves to be self-employed running a business 
as an individual, 2 had not been in business before the course. 
 None of the 3 people who were now self-employed as part of a group business had been in 
business before the TTO training course. 
 Out of the 3 people who said they were usually in business, but not in the last month, 2 had 
not been in business before the TTO training course. 
 Out of the 13 people who sold things but did not consider this to be a business, 3 had not 
been doing this before the TTO training course. 
 
Of the 127 training participants who were not involved in business before attending the TTO 
courses in the Eastern Cape, 10 participants started their own businesses.  This means that after 
the TTO training courses, there was a business start up rate of 8%. This may have less to do with 
the skills taught in the courses, than with the financial constraints and lack of equipment and 
materials that these participants face in the Eastern Cape.  
 
In the overall sample, the business start up rate was 19% (28 of the 145 respondents opened up 
businesses).  
 
Type of business Frequency 
Dressmaking or sewing 4 
Spaza shop 2 
Selling other items 1 
Total 7 
Table 11: Type of business run by new entrepreneurs6 
The TTO sewing course appears to have been most successful in creating new businesses, but 
the small sample size makes it again difficult to substantiate this impression. 
Businesses sustainability 
Eighteen of the 28 respondents who were currently engaged in some kind of business activity 
had been involved in this activity before and obviously attended the TTO training courses to 
                                               
6
 3 new entrepreneurs did not specify the type of business they were running. 
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improve their performance. Seven of these 18 existing entrepreneurs worked as self-employed 
individuals, but 10 did not consider themselves to be running a business despite selling things for 
a living and one entrepreneur had not been in business for the last month. 
 
Seven of the existing entrepreneurs had attended the sewing training, 6 the business training and 
5 the leather work class. As later sections of the report will show, existing entrepreneurs 
generally benefited more from the training because they were already established, and most of 
them were able to generate more profits from their business after attending the course.  
 
Type of business Frequency 
Selling other items 5 
Dressmaking or sewing 4 
Spaza shop 4 
Leatherwork 2 
Hawker 1 
Total 16 
Table 12: Type of business run by existing entrepreneurs7 
Entrepreneurs who had run a business before attending a TTO training course appeared to be 
more involved in the selling of ready manufactured goods than in producing their own wares.  
Impact on income of business owners 
 Before course After course 
Income Frequency % Frequency % 
0 4 20% 
7 27% 
R1 - R200 5 36% 
R201 - R300 3 24% 9 35% 
R301 - R500 5 8% 5 19% 
R501 - R1000 0 8% 3 12% 
R1001 - R1500 1 4% 1 4% 
R1501 - 2000 0 0% 1 4% 
Total 25 100% 26 100% 
Table 13: Income of those in business, before and after the TTO training 
course 
Participants who are engaged in business activities seem to have reaped the greatest benefit from 
attending the TTO training courses, since their income levels have quite obviously increased 
since attending (see Table 13). Almost half (46%, N=13) of entrepreneurs already engaged in 
                                               
7
 2 existing entrepreneurs did not specify their type of business. 
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business activities claimed that their income had changed because of what they had learned 
during their training course. 
 
Entrepreneurs who had participated in the TTO training courses said that it had changed their 
income by teaching them how to handle their money through budgeting and saving, and how to 
run their business by understanding about supply and demand, pricing and profits: 
I NOW HAVE MORE KNOWLEDGE ON HOW TO HANDLE MONEY.   [Business course] 
I'M USING THE SKILLS I GAINED FROM THE TTO. I MAKE SURE THAT MY PRODUCTS ARE 
ALWAYS AVAILABLE FOR THE PEOPLE.   [Sewing course] 
NOW I UNDERSTAND HOW TO RUN MY BUSINESS BECAUSE OF TTO.   [Sewing course] 
 
 Before course After course 
Income Frequency % Frequency % 
0 2 12% 
4 22% 
R1 – R200 6 35% 
R201 - R300 5 29% 6 33% 
R301 - R500 2 12% 4 22% 
R501 - R1000 2 12% 2 11% 
R1001 - R1500 0 0% 1 6% 
Over R1500 0 0% 1 6% 
Total 17 100% 18 100% 
Table 14: Income of existing business owners, before and after the training 
course 
The income levels of existing entrepreneurs prior to attending the TTO training course suggest 
that these were businesses with relatively small profit margins, and that these small-scale 
entrepreneurs were in need of business or practical skills. 
 
Attending the various TTO training courses seems to have a positive impact on income levels 
amongst existing entrepreneurs, and Table 14 suggests a shift in the distribution towards slightly 
higher income groups. 
 
When existing business owners gave reasons for their change in income, 53% (N=10) claimed 
that attending a TTO training course had changed their income by specifically teaching them 
how to manage their business and increase profits: 
I WAS ATTENDING THE BUSINESS COURSE, SO NOW I KNOW HOW TO MAKE A PROFIT AND 
GROW RAPIDLY FROM WHAT I'M SELLING.   [Business course] 
I WAS TRAINED ON HOW TO MANAGE A BUSINESS, AND I'M NOW ABLE TO GAIN MORE 
PROFIT THAN BEFORE.   [Sewing course] 
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I HAVE LEARNED TO SAVE MONEY AND TO STOP BEING A BORROWER OF MONEY.   
[Leather work course] 
Impact on sales 
Attending the TTO training course appeared to have had some positive impact on the selling 
capacity of existing small-scale entrepreneurs, since 12 of them said that their sales had 
increased since the course. Six business owners said that their sales had remained the same, but 
none claimed that their sales had decreased. The type of training they had attended did not 
appear to have made any difference to the development of sales, since entrepreneurs who had 
attended the sewing or leather work courses were just as likely to have increased their sales as 
those who had attended the business course. Entrepreneurs who had started a business after 
attending the TTO course were not able to answer this question. 
 
Only 12 of the 28 business owners specified their cash or credit sales for the previous month. It 
is unclear whether the other 16 business entrepreneurs felt too uncomfortable disclosing their 
business income, or whether they had not made any cash or credit sales in the previous month. 
 
Cash sales Frequency 
R0 3 
R88 1 
R120 1 
R150 1 
R160 1 
R200 1 
R400 1 
R450 1 
R600 1 
R1,000 1 
Total 12 
Table 15: Total cash sales in previous 4 weeks 
The average cash sales for those 12 businesses in the previous four weeks had been R264, but 
the median was significantly lower at R155. Three business owners had not made any cash sales 
at all, but had sold some of their products on credit. The lowest cash sales were R88 for the 
previous month, while 1 business owner had received R1,000 from cash sales in the previous 
month. 
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Credit sales Frequency 
R0 2 
R30 1 
R150 1 
R200 1 
R250 2 
R300 2 
R400 1 
R750 1 
R1,500 1 
Total 12 
Table 16: Total credit sales for the previous four weeks 
The 12 small-scale entrepreneurs seemed to sell more of their products on credit, since the 
average credit sales in the previous four weeks had been R344. The median was again 
significantly lower than the average (R250), but still higher than for cash sales. Only 2 of the 12 
entrepreneurs had made cash but no credit sales in the previous month. This indicates that small 
businesses often rely on credit sales to distribute their goods, and that owners have to wait some 
time before being compensated. 
 
Total Sales Frequency % 
 R118 1 8 
 R120 1 8 
 R200 1 8 
 R250 1 8 
 R400 3 23 
 R420 1 8 
 R460 1 8 
 R800 1 8 
 R1150 1 8 
 R1200 1 8 
 R1500 1 8 
Total 13 100 
Table 17: Total Sales for previous four weeks 
The average total sales (combining cash and credit sales) for the previous month was R570. The 
median for the total sales was lower, at R400. 
Impact on assets 
The TTO courses also appeared to have had a positive impact on the assets and life style of 
small-scale business owners. Almost half (48%) of current business owners claimed that their 
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assets had increased since attending the TTO training course, while 44% (N=10) said that they 
had remained the same. Two business owners claimed that their assets had decreased since they 
had attended a training course, but this cannot necessarily be blamed on the TTO. 
 
Of those who had been in business before attending the course, 7 (39%) said that their assets had 
increased. 
 
Money from business has enabled respondent to… Frequency % 
Make home improvements (add to or improve house) 12 75% 
Buy any electrical appliances or furniture for use in home or business 9 50% 
Invest more in own or family's education 8 50% 
Donate money to help other people (individual / club contribution) 7 39% 
Buy other things for business  (land, buildings, equipment, stock, etc.) 5 31% 
Reduce debts 5 33% 
Join a burial society or buy funeral insurance 5 36% 
Buy chickens/poultry or livestock 4 29% 
Increase monthly income 4 27% 
Increase amount of money saved (including stokvels, gooi-goois, etc.) 3 20% 
Table 18: Development of business owners’ assets 
The 28 respondents who were engaged in some kind of business activity had been able to make 
enough money from their business to improve both their assets and their life style. Almost half of 
them had been able to structurally improve their homes, and a third had been able to buy 
appliances or furniture from their business profits. However, business owners did not only use 
their profits to acquire material possessions, they also invested them into education for 
themselves or their families and a quarter of business owners had even donated money to help 
other people. 
Employment creation 
Around two thirds (N=17) of the 28 business owners employed other people to help or work in 
their business. These 17 businesses employed a total of 32 people, the majority of them family 
members (N=27). The average number of employees was 2, and none of the businesses 
employed more than 3 people. 
 
The majority (N=21) of currently employed people had been working in the business prior to the 
TTO training course, and 11 people had only started helping out afterwards. 
 
Only 6 of the 32 people who helped the owner in the business were paid for this. Family 
members generally helped out without receiving money, but it is likely that they will also benefit 
from the business more indirectly. 
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The ten new businesses provided five new jobs in addition to the 10 provided for the business 
owners themselves. The ratio of jobs created per new business (any business that was started up 
after attending the training course) was 1.5:1 – that is, each new business created 1 ½ new jobs, 
including jobs for the business owners. The overall ratio of jobs created per business (that is, all 
businesses in the Eastern Cape sample) is slightly higher at 2.1:1. That is, each business run by 
training participants at the time of the survey created 2.1 jobs.  
 
Most (54%, N=15) of the respondents who were in business said that their families had been 
supportive of their endeavours, but 10 respondents claimed that they had not received any 
support from other family members in their attempts to run a business. Families supported 
entrepreneurs mainly with money, but also by helping out in the business (e.g. by producing or 
selling) and by offering moral support and encouragement: 
THEY GIVE ME MONEY TO BUY WHILE I'M WAITING TO COLLECT FROM THOSE WHO 
BOUGHT BY CREDIT.   [Business course] 
THEY GAVE ME MONEY & THEY WERE THERE WHEN I WAS MAKING DECISIONS. THEY ARE 
SUPPORTING ME IN EVERYTHING.   [Business course] 
THEY GIVE ME THE LABOUR I NEEDED TO ASSIST ME IN SELLING.   [Business course] 
THEY GIVE ME HOPE, BECAUSE THERE ARE MANY PROBLEMS IN MY BUSINESS. THEY 
GIVE ME CONFIDENCE.   [Leather work course] 
Access to equipment 
Access Frequency % 
Yes, I own the equipment 11 44 
Yes, I have access by borrowing or sharing equipment 7 28 
No 7 28 
Total 25 100 
Table 19: Access to equipment for business venture 
The majority (72%, N=18) of small-scale business owners had access to the basic equipment 
they needed to produce goods and run their business, either by owning or borrowing and sharing 
this equipment.  
 
Seven respondents claimed that they did not have access to the necessary equipment for running 
their business, but these were all entrepreneurs who either ran spaza shops or sold ready-
manufactured goods. Virtually all of these respondents had attended the business course, which 
makes it unlikely that they required the type of equipment needed for dressmaking or leather 
work. However, as other sections of the report will show, lack of equipment and materials was 
one of the main obstacles to the creation of new businesses after the TTO training course. 
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Business development and satisfaction 
Business owners who had participated in the TTO training did not appear to have invested in the 
improvement of their business by acquiring any business services in the previous 12 months. 
This could be due to either lack of knowledge or lack of funds. One spaza shop owner who had 
attended the business training had purchased tourism training in the previous year, while another 
spaza shop owner had purchased mugs and plates to be able to serve food and refreshments. A 
dressmaker who had attended the TTO sewing course had bought a sewing machine to increase 
productivity. 
 
Only five of the business owners had made alterations to their products in the previous year. Two 
of them, one spaza shop owner and a dress maker said that they had been able to expand their 
business and add new products because they were so successful. A hawker who had attended the 
sewing course had obviously benefited from the business component of the training, since she 
had not changed the products she was selling, but rather how she sold them. Another respondent, 
who was primarily in the leather work business after attending the course, also sold things in 
addition and had simply changed sweets for paraffin as one of his wares. A spaza shop owner 
who had attended the business training said they were now selling beadwork rather than clothes, 
because they had not been able to purchase material anymore. 
 
Although they were earning an income with their businesses, very few of these small-scale 
entrepreneurs appeared to have made the significant attitudinal transition to being entrepreneurs 
rather than being employees. Only four of them, 3 dressmakers and a seller of goods, said that 
they would turn down a regular job that was providing a comparative income in favour of 
running their own business, while 20 said that they would rather have a regular job with a salary. 
This indicates that for the majority of participants the development of small businesses is still 
seen as more of a necessity for economic survival rather than satisfying entrepreneurial desires.  
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Impact on personal income 
 Before course After course 
Income Frequency % Frequency % 
0 96 72% 
74 71% 
R1 - R200 21 16% 
R201 - R300 8 6% 14 13% 
R301 - R500 4 3% 8 8% 
R501 - R1000 2 2% 5 5% 
R1001 - R1500 2 2% 1 1% 
Over R1500 1 1% 3 3% 
Total 134 100% 105 100% 
Table 20: Monthly income, before and after training course8 
While 84% (N=122) of training participants said that their income had not changed since 
attending the TTO courses, Table 20 shows a slight shift in the distribution towards higher 
income groups. Even if one assumes that those respondents who refused to specify their income 
all had a monthly income of less than R200, there is still a slight increase in the proportion of 
higher earners. However, it is difficult to say whether this is a result of the TTO training course 
or due to other circumstances. 
 
In some cases, the training courses had a positive impact on the income of respondents even if 
they were not engaged in any business activities. This was the case particularly amongst 
participants of the leather work and sewing courses, since they were now empowered to produce 
goods for their own households instead of buying them: 
I DO EVERYTHING FOR MYSELF, LIKE SEWING SHOES AND MAKING BAGS.   [Leather work 
course] 
MY INCOME HAS IMPROVED, BECAUSE EVERYTHING THAT I WANT I CAN MAKE MYSELF.   
[Leather work course] 
 
Some respondents also claimed that attending a TTO training course had had a positive impact 
on their income because they now had the opportunity and skills to start up their own business. 
Although these training participants had not seen any actual increase in income yet, they 
nevertheless felt more positive about their financial situation because of future expectations. 
NOW I CAN RUN MY OWN BUSINESS, BECAUSE THERE'S SOMETHING I CAN DO ON MY 
OWN, LIKE SEWING.   [Sewing course] 
THERE'S A CHANGE, BECAUSE NOW I KNOW HOW TO SEW AND HOW TO SELL WHAT I 
MAKE.   [Sewing course] 
                                               
8
 Income questions are notoriously sensitive in surveys. 11 respondents did not specify their income prior to 
attending the TTO training course and 40 respondents did specify their current income. 
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I THINK MY INCOME WILL CHANGE, BECAUSE IN MY MIND I KNOW WHAT TO DO AND I AM 
INDEPENDENT NOW.   [Business course] 
Social and personal benefits 
Although the number of business entrepreneurs amongst training recipients was relatively small, 
over half (52%, N=76) of respondents nevertheless applied the knowledge they had acquired 
from the TTO course in some way in their daily lives.  
 
Appliance of skills Frequency % 
I make the things I want for myself/family 49 66 
I assist other people and teach them my skills 15 20 
I apply my knowledge in my business 10 14 
Total 74 100 
Table 21: Appliance of skills from training course 
Over a third of the training course participants, in particular those who had attended the sewing 
or leather work courses, were now able to make clothes and leather products for their own 
households or communities, and many respondents who had attended the business training were 
now advising other business owners and projects. 
THESE SKILLS HELP ME WHEN I WANT TO SEW CLOTHES FOR MY CHILDREN AND 
CURTAINS FOR MY HOME. [Sewing course] 
I NOW REPAIR OLD BAGS, SHOES AND BELTS ECT. I ALSO HELP PEOPLE IN MY 
COMMUNITY TO REPAIR THEIR PRODUCTS. [Leather work course] 
I TEACH OTHERS AND SHOW THEM HOW TO RUN A BUSINESS. [Business course] 
I'VE TAUGHT MY NEIGHBOUR WHO HAS A SPAZA SHOP HOW TO RUN A BUSINESS. 
[Business course] 
WHEN I SELL MY VEGETABLES FROM MY GARDEN, I USE MY BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
SKILLS. [Sewing course] 
I KNEW NOTHING BEFORE I WAS TRAINED BY THE TTO, BUT NOW I CAN DO EVERYTHING 
ON MY OWN. [Sewing course] 
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Tangible benefit Frequency % 
I have acquired skills and knowledge/a certificate 94 71 
Me and my family benefit from my skills (not earning) 10 8 
I am able to earn more because of my skills and knowledge 8 6 
No benefit 20 15 
Total 132 100 
Table 22: Tangible benefit of TTO training 
The large majority of participants felt that that the main benefit of attending the TTO training 
had been the acquisition of knowledge and skills, and the certificate in particular was seen as 
proof of their new abilities. 
I AM VERY IMPRESSED WITH THE TTO COURSE, AND I LEARNED A LOT OF SKILLS AND 
INFORMATION. [Business course] 
I GAINED A LOT, BECAUSE I LEARNED HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSMAN. 
[Business course] 
 
Other respondents (N=10) felt the main benefit of the course was that they could use their skills 
to make their own life and that of their families better: 
I CAN NOW SEW MY CHURCH BLOUSES WITH MY HANDS. [Sewing course] 
I GOT KNOWLEDGE OF SEWING NOW, AND BECAUSE OF THAT KNOWLEDGE I AM ABLE TO 
MEND MY CLOTHES. [Sewing course] 
 
Participants who were involved in business activities appreciated their increased earning ability: 
NOW I KNOW HOW TO HANDLE MONEY HOW TO RUN MY BUSINESS EFFICIENTLY AND 
EFFECTIVELY. [Business course] 
I MANAGED TO BUY NEW CLOTHES FOR MY FAMILY MEMBERS WITH MONEY FROM MY 
BUSINESS. BEFORE THE TTO COURSE I DEPENDED ON MY SISTER TO BUY EVERYTHING. 
[Sewing course] 
 
However, 20 of the TTO training participants did not feel there had been any tangible benefits 
for them from attending the course. These respondents appeared to be frustrated because they 
were not able to use their skills and nothing in their life had improved since the course: 
FOR ME THERE ARE NO TANGIBLE BENEFITS, BECAUSE EVEN THOUGH I WAS TRAINED I 
DID NOT GET A CHANCE TO USE MY SKILLS. [Leather work course] 
HONESTLY NOTHING. WE WERE TURNED DOWN FOR A LOAN AND THERE IS NO MONEY IN 
THE HOUSE. [Business course] 
 
Almost half (44%, N=64) of the training participants felt that the quality of their life and that of 
their families had improved since they had attended the TTO training course. In some cases this 
was due to a greater amount of income which allowed the purchase of things like a TV or other 
luxuries, but other respondents said their quality of life had improved because they were now 
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able to make clothes for their family, pass on their skills, and that they now received more 
respect because of their skills. 
 
Change in life style Frequency % 
I have more confidence/respect/motivation 21 33 
I use my skills for my family's benefit (clothes, bags, budgeting) 18 28 
I have been able to make money 13 20 
I now have more skills and more opportunities 12 19 
Total 64 100 
Table 23: Improvement in life style as a result of TTO training  
NOW I AM CONFIDENT, I CAN MAKE THINGS FOR MYSELF. [Sewing course] 
BEFORE I WAS VERY LAZY, BUT NOW IM KEEPING BUSY WITH SEWING MY SHOES AND 
BAGS, AND I AM ATTENDING SCHOOL. [Leather work course] 
MY FAMILY IS PROUD BECAUSE THERE'S SOMETHING IN MY HAND. [Business course] 
I DON‟T GO TO THE SHOP WHEN I NEED CLOTHES FOR MY FAMILY, I JUST BUY MATERIAL 
AND SEW. [Sewing course] 
I MAKE BAGS AND BELTS FOR MY CHILDREN AND WIFE. [Leather work course] 
I MANAGED TO BUY A TELEVISION SET FOR MY HOME [Sewing course] 
I DO BETTER THAN BEFORE BECAUSE I'M BANKING NOW. MY PROFITS ARE GROWING 
FASTER BECAUSE I'M SELLING MORE. [Business course] 
 
Training participants also reported a number of other positive changes and social or personal 
benefits they had experienced as a result of attending the TTO training. Almost a third (30%, 
N=43%) of respondents said that their and their family‟s educational opportunities and access to 
information had improved since they had attended the TTO training course. Examples for this 
were newly acquired budgeting skills and the passing on of these skills to other family members. 
Respondents also said that because of better business skills they now made more profit and were 
therefore able to afford better education for their children, e.g. a computer course. Moreover, 
respondents mentioned that they felt much more confident than before the training course, 
because it had shown them that they were still able to learn new things and make changes to their 
circumstances. 
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Educational opportunities Frequency % 
I have new skills and knowledge 16 39 
We have more money 11 27 
I have shared my skills 8 20 
We now budget our money 6 15 
Total 41 100 
Table 24: Change in educational opportunities as result of TTO training 
EVERY MONTH I AM BUDGETING MY HUSBAND‟S WAGES. [Sewing course] 
I AM SHOWING MY FAMILY HOW TO BUDGET. [Business course] 
I WAS STRUGGLING BEFORE ATTENDING THE COURSE AND ALWAYS BORROWING MONEY, 
BUT NOW I AM NOT STRUGGLING ANYMORE. [Leather work course] 
MY FIRST BORN CHILD IS NOW ATTENDING A COMPUTER COURSE AT A COMPUTER 
SCHOOL. [Sewing course] 
 
Almost three quarters (72%, N=105) of the training course participants explicitly said that the 
TTO had helped them to see themselves in a new light, and that the training had increased their 
self-esteem, confidence, and their sense of independence and happiness. Respondents were more 
confident because they now had a number of useful skills that made them feel proud of 
themselves, and they felt happier because they were now able to increase their business profit 
and to provide for their households. 
 
Change in self-esteem Frequency % 
I have more self-confidence 35 30 
I know I can run my own business 30 26 
I feel enthusiastic about the skills I have learned 18 16 
I can make things for myself/family 13 11 
No change, no money to start business or use skills 19 17 
Total 115 100 
Table 25: Change in self-esteem as result of TTO training 
MY SELF-ESTEEM WAS LOW BEFORE THE COURSE, BUT NOW I AM MORE CONFIDENT. 
[Leather work course] 
I WAS ALWAYS THIS LONELY PERSON, BUT NOW I CAN SEE THAT IF YOU ARE AMONG 
OTHER PEOPLE AND SOCIALIZE LIFE IS BETTER. [Sewing course] 
IM SO CONFIDENT IN THE SENSE THAT EVERYTHING I SAID TO MY FRIENDS THEY TOOK 
IT SERIOUSLY. [Leather work course] 
I'M PROUD OF MYSELF. I NEVER KNEW I COULD DO THE THINGS I'M DOING. [Business 
course] 
I NO LONGER DEPEND ON MY HUSBAND'S SALARY FOR BUYING GROCERIES AND OTHER 
THINGS FOR THE HOUSE. [Sewing course] 
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I CAN MAKE A DECISION BY MYSELF WITHOUT CONSULTING ANYONE. [Business course] 
I LOOK GREAT, BECAUSE I BUY MATERIAL AND SEW MY OWN CLOTHES. [Sewing course] 
I GOT A SKILL THAT I AM USING TO PUT FOOD ON THE TABLE. [Sewing course] 
 
However, 19 of the training participants said their perception of themselves had not really 
changed since attending the TTO training because they had not been able to use their skills or 
start their own business: 
THE TTO HELPED ME BY TRAINING ME. I KNOW HOW TO WORK WITH LEATHER BUT I 
HAVE NO MONEY TO START A BUSINESS. [Leather work course] 
THERE ARE NO FINANCIAL LOANS TO HELP US, AND ALSO NO PEOPLE TO SHOW US WHAT 
TO DO. [Business course] 
I HAVE ATTENDED THE COURSE, BUT NOTHING HAS CHANGED. THERE IS NO FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE FROM THE TTO OR FOLLOW-UP SUPPORT. [Sewing course] 
 
Over a third (35%, N=51) of the respondents also claimed that attending the TTO training had 
changed their ability to participate in the decision-making process in their household, and that 
they now had more control and influence over their life when interacting with other agencies, for 
example government officials or people in the community. The respondents ascribed this to 
greater motivation to achieve something in life, and the respect they had acquired because of 
their skills and earning capacity. 
 
Change in influence Frequency % 
I receive more respect in household, from friends and community 10 23 
I am able to make more decisions in the household, esp. money 11 26 
I can advise other people, help community 10 23 
I can make my own business decisions 12 28 
Total 43 100 
Table 26: Change in influence as result of TTO training 
MY FRIENDS ARE RECOGNISING ME AND MY SKILLS, AND I CAN MAKE MY OWN 
DECISIONS. [Leather work course] 
MY HUSBAND USED TO DECIDE ON ALL THINGS IN THE HOUSE, BUT NOW I ALSO HAVE 
TO DECIDE ON CERTAIN THINGS. [Sewing course] 
I CAN INFLUENCE THE HOUSEHOLD BUDGET. [Business course] 
I HAVE INFLUENCE OVER OUR SAVINGS. [Sewing course] 
Expectations 
Before attending the TTO training course, participants had been asked to define their own 
expectations from the course and write them down. Less than half (46%, N=64) of the 
participants said that these self-defined expectations had been met by their training course. 
Respondents whose expectations had not been met claimed that they still had no money or 
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equipment to start up their own business, and that their life and standard of living had not 
changed since attending the TTO course. They appeared to have expected financial assistance, 
but this had not been forthcoming.  
MY HOPES AND EXPECTATIONS HAVE NOT BEEN MET BECAUSE THERE IS NO FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE. [Leather work course] 
I KNOW HOW TO HANDLE A BUSINESS, BUT THERE'S NO MONEY TO CONTINUE OPENING 
MY OWN BUSINESS. [Business course] 
THERE WERE NO LOANS FOR GROUPS, SO MY HOPES HAD NOT BEEN MET. [Sewing course] 
SINCE I ATTENDED THE TRAINING I DIDN‟T GET ANY JOB TILL NOW, AND NO FOLLOW UP 
HAS BEEN MADE. [Business course] 
Access to finance 
Received loan or finance from… Frequency 
No finance from outside - I have only used my own resources 114 
Family or friends 24 
Money lender or mashonisa 2 
Micro-lending agency or franchise (like Louhrens, MoneyWise, etc.) 2 
Stokvels, gooi-goois, burial societies or rotating savings & credit associations 1 
Loan from a commercial financial institution 1 
Other source of loan or finance 1 
Total 145 
Table 27: Sources of loans and finance 
The large majority (79%, N=114) of TTO training participants had never received a loan or other 
finance from anybody else and had only relied on their own resources. Of the 31 respondents 
who had received a loan or finance from someone in the past, the majority (N=24) had received 
assistance from family members or friends, rather than a more formal agency (N=6). One 
respondent had received finance through applying for a foster care grant. 
 
Only a quarter (26%, N=35) of TTO training course participants said that they would know 
which financial lending institutions they could approach to borrow money for starting a business.  
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Lending institutions Frequency 
Money lender, mashonisa 8 
Bank 8 
Government department 5 
NGO, Micro-lender 4 
Total 25 
Table 28: Type of lending institution named 
The institutions that were named were mainly money lenders/mashonisas and banks, for example 
African Bank, Standard Bank and FNB. Some respondents also thought that they would be able 
to receive money from various government departments, in particular the departments of 
agriculture, welfare and arts & culture. One respondent thought that the TTO would be able to 
supply money for starting a business. 
 
A fifth (21%, N=30) of the TTO training participants said that they had asked or applied for 
finance for their business since attending the course, but only in 2 cases had the application been 
approved and the money paid out to the respondent. In one case, the respondent had successfully 
borrowed from a friend, while the other respondent had received a loan from a micro-lending 
agency. Most of those who had tried to obtain finance were still waiting for the outcome of their 
application (N=17), but 10 training participants had been turned down by the institution they had 
approached. 
Obstacles to business creation and sustainability 
While training participants generally felt that they had acquired useful skills in their training 
course, they also felt unable to actually start a business because of a lack of start-up funding, and 
the fact that they had no equipment or materials for their potential business. 
 
Obstacles to business creation Frequency % 
No money to get started, cannot buy equipment or materials 101 90 
No demand for skills/products/business 6 5 
Otherwise occupied (studying, raising family) 5 5 
Total 112 100 
Table 29: Reasons training participants are not in business 
I HAVE GOT NO MONEY TO START A BUSINESS. I AM UNEMPLOYED, BUT I WILL ATTEND 
TRAINING IF THERE IS ANY. [Sewing course] 
THE PROBLEM IS THAT I HAVE NOTHING AS BASE, WHETHER IT IS MONEY OR MATERIALS. 
[Leather work course] 
I COULDN‟T GET A START. [Business course] 
I AM NOT IN BUSINESS BECAUSE I COULDN‟T GET MONEY TO START A BUSINESS. [Leather 
work course] 
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Organisational Effectiveness 
The second section of this report aims to assess the organisational effectiveness of the TTO and 
its training programmes. Immediate indicators for the success of the training programmes are the 
subsequent business start up rate and the growth of these small businesses. The section will also 
look at whether or not the organisation is facilitating access to finance and if it provides follow-
up support to the training participants. In conclusion, we will look at what other services training 
participants would like to receive from the TTO. 
Business start up rate 
As can be seen from the section on client impact, very few businesses were created as a result of 
the TTO training courses. While the majority of participants appreciated their skills and used 
them for other beneficial purposes in the household, the main obstacle to business creation was a 
lack of start-up funding. Very few participants knew how and where to acquire funding to make 
use of their skills for business purposes, and they complained that there was no money available 
to buy equipment or materials. Therefore, the TTO should consider a greater emphasis on 
facilitating access to finance in future training programmes. Moreover, it might be beneficial to 
form closer links with funding agencies to enable training participants to make use of their skills 
in a business environment. 
Business growth 
Although the small sample makes it difficult to make confident statements about the growth of 
businesses as a result of the TTO training, it nevertheless appears that such growth was limited. 
While 48% of business owners said that their income had increased after attending the course, 
44% said that it had remained static, and 8% claimed that their income had decreased. Few 
business owners have paid for business services such as accounting services, courier services, or 
product development. This might be either linked to low profit margins or lack of knowledge 
about how to expand, but it may also be that micro-businesses are generally unlikely to spend 
money on professional services. One should also keep in mind that low-income household are 
generally more likely to spend available income on consumption rather than on savings or 
investment. While this tendency towards consumption might hinder the expansion of small 
business, it is also likely to contribute to the stimulation of other small businesses by increasing 
sales. 
Access to finance – awareness and names of lenders 
The facilitation of access to funding or even the creation of knowledge about possible sources of 
funding by the TTO does not appear to have been particularly successful. Despite attending the 
TTO training courses, respondents appeared to have very limited knowledge of potential funding 
agencies. Those who were able to think of someone at all who might lend them money were 
likely to mention informal money lenders or loan sharks. Such an approach might doom small 
emerging businesses from the start because of the high cost of repayments.   
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Future TTO training should emphasise this aspect of information, since lack of funding is also 
the main obstacle to business creation and very few training participants had been able to acquire 
financial support from formal financial institutions. However, this lack of awareness may also 
represent real problems in the Eastern Cape in terms of sufficient accessible rural finance 
organisations and the struggles of the restructuring of government development agencies. The 
TTO should consider the possibility of forming closer links with a variety of potential funding 
agencies to increase not only the level of knowledge and skills amongst disadvantaged 
communities, but also their access to opportunities. However, this is a very difficult task due to 
the real institutional capacity problems in this area. 
Follow-up support  
The level of follow-up support provided by the TTO also does not appear to be particularly high 
or extensive. Only 17% (N=24) of the training participants said that the TTO had provided them 
with follow-up support since they had attended training, and only 5% (N=7) had received 
support from another agency since the TTO training course. In most cases, follow-up support 
had consisted mainly of encouragement, but some participants had received advice on group 
formation and funding after the course. However, the majority of participants seemed to expect a 
more substantial form of support from the TTO in the form of money, equipment or materials. 
 
Fifteen training participants said that they had received moral support from the TTO not to give 
up with their attempts to start a business, while 7 potential entrepreneurs had been advised to join 
or form a group and 3 had received advice on funding: 
WHEN THE TTO TRAINING PEOPLE SEE ME THEY ALWAYS ENCOURAGE ME NOT TO LOSE 
MY CONFIDENCE AND TO GO FORWARD WITH WHAT I HAVE LEARNED. [Sewing course] 
THE TTO GAVE ME ADVICE AND SUPPORT TO GO FORWARD WITH MY BUSINESS. [Leather 
work course] 
THEY ALWAYS GIVE ME SOME ADVICE WHEN THEY MEET ME, BUT THE PROBLEM IS THAT 
I DONT HAVE ENOUGH MONEY TO GO TO THOSE PLACES THEY REFERRED ME TO. [Sewing 
course] 
THEY ADVISED US TO START A GROUP AND INVEST MONEY SO THAT WE CAN HAVE A 
START TO OPEN A BUSINESS. [Leather work course] 
PEOPLE FROM THE TTO SAID THAT WE MUST JOIN A GROUP IN ORDER TO GET MONEY 
FROM IBEC. [Leather work course] 
THE TTO TRAINERS ADVISED ME TO APPLY FOR FUNDING. [Sewing course] 
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Confidence to refer others to TTO training courses 
# referred Frequency % 
None 67 48 
One 10 7 
Two to Five 30 22 
More than 5 32 23 
Total 139 100 
Table 30: Referral to TTO by clients 
Referral rates to the TTO by former clients appeared to be somewhat erratic, with almost half of 
them not referring anybody for training while the other half had referred more people than had 
participated in the original training courses. This could be due to a greater need for training in 
certain areas, but might also be linked to the availability of TTO training courses. 
 
Required services Frequency % 
Agricultural training (pig and poultry breeding, growing vegetables) 43 35 
Supply of capital, equipment and materials 27 22 
Support and empower small businesses, more help and information 21 17 
Expand existing courses (more products, more widely available) 10 8 
Building skills (brick making and laying, woodwork) 9 7 
Baking/ food processing 7 6 
Supply formal jobs, e.g. factory 4 3 
Computer skills 2 2 
Total 123 100 
Table 31: Other services required by community 
The previous training participants were also asked which other services or training courses their 
community might need. Since many of the respondents were from rural areas, it is not 
particularly surprising that there was a great demand for agricultural training, particularly in 
relation to the breeding of pigs and chickens as well as vegetables. The introduction of such a 
training course might not only allow participants to start their own business, it might also help 
them find more formal employment in rural areas. 
 
However, while there appears to be a great interest in agricultural skills, participants in such a 
course are still likely to face the problem of funding, especially should they wish to acquire 
animal breeding stock. Animals might also be used for own consumption rather than selling 
purposes if nothing else is available. In contrast, the growing of vegetables, especially if done 
from seeds, is relatively inexpensive if land is available, and is likely to provide both food for the 
household and products for sale. 
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Other skills for which there appeared to be some demand and which could be considered by the 
TTO for future training courses were baking or food processing and building skills. Both types 
of skills would be useful for personal benefits as well as for business purposes. 
 
Apart from agricultural skills, the other main demand was for financial services and more 
support for small businesses by means of equipment, materials and work places. Such a demand 
is somewhat more difficult to satisfy for an organisation like the TTO, but it might be worth 
exploring the possibility of links with both financial lenders and other development agencies in 
order to facilitate access to such services. 
WE NEED INSTITUTIONS THAT WILL BORROW US MORE MONEY TO RUN OUR BUSINESSES. 
[Business course] 
I THINK IT WILL BE HELPFUL FOR US TO BE GIVEN SUPPORT SUCH AS A PROJECT, TO 
PROVIDE US WITH THE MONEY AND EQUIPMENT TO HELP OTHER PEOPLE WHO ARE 
UNEMPLOYED. [Business course] 
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WESTERN CAPE 
Demographics and Background 
Sex 
The overwhelming majority (81%, N=67) of the interviewed training participants in the Western 
Cape were female. Twenty percent of the interviewees (19%) were male. 
 
 Sex 
Training type Male Female All 
Business 10 36 46 
Leatherwork 2 5 7 
Sewing 2 24 26 
Silkscreen 2 2 4 
Total 16 67 83 
Table 32: Number of male and female participants, by type of training 
There were no significant differences between the number of men and women who attended each 
of the training courses, in relation to the overall attendance. 
Race 
 % 
African 81 
Coloured 18 
White 1 
Total 100 
Table 33: Race of respondents 
The majority of interviewees were African (81%, N=67). The rest of the respondents were 
Coloured (18%, N=15), except for one participant who was white. There were no significant 
differences in the distribution of race groups for each of the training courses, except for the 
silkscreen course, which was attended predominantly by Coloureds (3 Coloureds and 1 African).  
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Home language 
 % 
Xhosa 81 
Afrikaans 10 
English 10 
Total 100 
Table 34: Home language of respondents 
Eighty one percent of the respondents (N=67) spoke Xhosa as their home language. The rest of 
the interviewees were evenly split between Afrikaans (10%, N=8) and English (10%, N=8) as 
their home language. 
Age 
 % 
Younger than 20 3 
20 – 29 52 
30 – 39 25 
40 – 49 15 
50 – 59 5 
60 or older 1 
Total 100 
Table 35: Age of respondents 
The interviewees ranged widely in age, from 18 to 63 years old. This indicates that the TTO 
training courses fulfil a need for participants across all economically active age groups. More 
than half (52%) of participants were in their twenties, with another 40% being in their thirties 
and forties.  
Trainee’s position in household 
 Household Head Spouse/partner  Other adult Total 
Male 25% (N=4) 6% (N=1) 69% (N=11) 100% (N=16) 
Female 30% (N=20) 47% (N=31) 23% (N=15) 100% (N=66) 
All 29% (N=24) 39% (N=32) 32% (N=26) 100% (N=82) 
Table 36: Respondent’s position in the household, by sex  
Almost half of the female participants (47%) in this sample were the spouse/partner of the head 
of the household, while a third were themselves the head of the household. Male participants 
were significantly more likely to be neither the household head, nor the spouse of the household 
head. Again, two thirds of all of the participants were not household heads, possibly indicating 
that the TTO training courses are particularly useful in helping other family members 
supplement the household income provided by the main breadwinner. 
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 As in the Eastern Cape, spouses/partners were significantly more likely to attend the TTO 
sewing training (62%), but less likely to take part in the business course. 
Dependants 
Dependants Frequency %  
None 9 11 
1 to 2 43 54 
3 to 4 16 20 
5 to 6 9 11 
7 to 8 3 4 
Total 80 100 
Table 37: How many dependants are you responsible for? 
The number of dependants that participants in the TTO training courses are responsible for 
ranged from one to eight. More than half (54%) had at least one or two dependants, another 20% 
had 3 or 4 dependants and 15% had between 5 and 8 dependants. With such high numbers of 
dependents relying on them for support, it is clear that the participants of TTO courses need to 
find a steady income to sustain their households.  
Agricultural activity 
 % 
Yes 10% (N=8) 
No  90% (N=74) 
Total 100% (N=82) 
Table 38: Are you involved in any agricultural production (crops, livestock, 
food processing etc)? 
Unlike the sample in the Eastern Cape, very few interviewees (10%) in the Western Cape were 
engaged in any form of agricultural production. Of those that were involved in agricultural 
activity, half (N=4) used the produce to feed their families. The other half (N=4) were engaged 
in agricultural activity for the purpose of selling or bartering their products. 
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Client Impact 
This section of the report examines the actual impact of the TTO training courses on the 
participants and their businesses. This impact will be measured through the current economic 
status of the participants, in particular the number of those who are economically active and 
those who are in business.  
 
The section then looks in greater detail at the impact of the TTO training on those participants 
who are currently engaged in business activities. This includes the creation and sustainability of 
small businesses as a result of the TTO training courses, the effects on the income of business 
owners, changes in sales and assets, employment creation, access to equipment and business 
growth and satisfaction.  
 
This section of the report also looks at the impact of the TTO training on the income levels of all 
participants, other social and personal benefits of attending the courses, and whether or not the 
TTO training met their expectations. The concluding part of the section will assess the level of 
access to finance of the training participants and the obstacles to business creation. 
Current status 
Current employment status Frequency % 
Unemployed 43 52 
Self-employed business, not part of group 11 13 
Sell things, but not considered business 8 10 
Full time work 8 10 
Part time work 5 6 
Self-employed business, part of group 4 5 
Studying/training 3 4 
Making products, not for sale 1 1 
Total 83 100 
Table 39: What is your current economic status? 
Thirty six of the respondents (43%) were economically active at the time of this survey. This 
included being employed in either part-time or full-time work, and being self-employed as an 
individual or as part of a group. Some respondents were economically active in that they sold 
things, but did not consider this a business. Amongst these, three respondents were involved in 
business activities, but did not consider these activities to be a business and therefore classed 
themselves as unemployed. These three respondents have been included as economically active.  
 
Fifty seven percent were not economically active, either through unemployment, or being 
involved in studies or training. This is not necessarily surprising in that TTO courses are aimed 
at opportunity deprived communities.  
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Type Frequency % 
Business 23 64 
Sewing 12 33 
Leatherwork 1 3 
Total 36 100 
Table 40: Economically active respondents, by type of training 
Of those interviewees in the Western Cape that were economically active, the majority (64%) 
had attended a TTO business course. Another third (33%) had attended the sewing course. 
However, it is not possible to attribute participants‟ current economically active status to the type 
of course that they attended, because of the small size of the sample and the number of other 
factors that may influence their current status. 
 
Twenty three of the interviewees (28%) were involved in business activities at the time of the 
survey. Most of the respondents involved in business were self-employed entrepreneurs eleven 
ran their businesses on their own, while four ran businesses as part of a group. Three respondents 
(a dressmaker, meat trader and spaza owner) described themselves as unemployed, but later in 
the interview talked about the businesses that they ran. Five of the interviewees were engaged in 
selling activities, but did not regard this as being involved in business. 
 
Type Frequency % 
Business 14 61 
Sewing 8 35 
Leatherwork 1 4 
Total 23 100 
Table 41: In business, by type of training 
Of the interviewees that were involved in business activities, 61% had attended the business 
course, and over a third had attended the sewing course. Again, it is not possible to directly 
attribute current involvement in business to the type of training that participants attended. 
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Type of business 
Type of business Frequency % 
Dressmaking or sewing 8 44 
Meat trader 4 22 
Selling other items  2 11 
Spaza shop 2 11 
Childcare 1 6 
Food preparation 1 6 
Total 18 100 
Table 42: Type of business 
As in the Eastern Cape, the most common form of business that respondents were involved in 
was dressmaking and sewing (44%).Five respondents did not specify their type of business. 
However, unlike the Eastern Cape, none of the respondents in the Western Cape reported 
running an additional businesses to supplement their income. 
 
Of the eight involved in dressmaking or sewing, 5 went on the TTO business course, while two 
attended the sewing course and one the leatherwork course. The course with the broadest scope 
appeared to be the business course, since those that had attended it included the childcare 
worker, the 2 respondents running spazas, the 4 meat traders and one of the respondents involved 
in selling activities. The other respondent involved in selling products had attended the sewing 
course, as did the respondent involved in food preparation.  
Businesses creation 
The TTO training appears to have been relatively successful in empowering participants of TTO 
courses to set up new businesses. Twenty three of the respondents were engaged in business 
activities at the time of the survey, and 8 of these (35%) had not been involved in business or 
selling activities before attending the TTO training course. Four of these new entrepreneurs had 
attended the sewing course, three the business course and one the leatherwork course.  
 Of the 11 respondents who considered themselves to be self-employed and running a 
business as individuals, three had not been in business before they attended the TTO course. 
 Of the four who were now self-employed as part of a group business, two had not been in 
business before the TTO training course. 
 Out of the 5 people who sold things but did not consider this to be a business, 3 had not been 
involved in these activities before attending the TTO training course. 
 
Those who had become involved in business after attending the TTO training courses became 
involved in childcare, dressmaking and sewing, and selling activities.  
 
Of the 68 training participants who were not involved in business before they attended the TTO 
training course, 8 participants started up businesses after the course. This means that there was a 
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business start up rate of 12% amongst the interviewed Western Cape participants after they had 
attended the course.  
Businesses sustainability 
Fourteen of the 23 Western Cape respondents involved in business activities, had been engaged 
in business or selling activities before attending the TTO training courses. One of the 
respondents currently engaged in business did not specify whether he had been involved in these 
activities before attending the course. Eleven of those already engaged in business attended the 
business training course to improve and develop their existing skills, while three attended the 
sewing course.  
 
The majority of those already involved in business were self-employed (8 participants) and ran 
their businesses on their own. Two were self-employed as part of a group business, and two were 
involved in selling products but did not see these activities as constituting a business. Another 
two regarded themselves as unemployed, but were in fact running businesses.  
 
Type of business Frequency  
Dressmaking or sewing 4 
Meat trader 4 
Spaza shop 2 
Food preparation 1 
Selling other items 1 
Total  12 
Table 43: Type of business run by existing entrepreneurs9 
Dressmaking and sewing and butcheries were the most common types of businesses amongst 
existing entrepreneurs.   
                                               
9
2 of the existing entrepreneurs did not specify their type of business. 
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Impact on income of business owners 
 Before course After course 
Income  Frequency % Frequency % 
0 5 24% 
4 19% 
R1 - R200 5 24% 
R201 - R300 4 19% 4 19% 
R301 - R500 6 28% 6 29% 
R501 - R1000 0 0% 5 24% 
R1001 - R1500 0 0% 2 9% 
R1501 - 2000 1 5% 0 0% 
Total 21 100% 21 100 
Table 44: Income of those in business, before and after the TTO training 
course 
Participants who are engaged in business activities seem to have benefited from attending the 
TTO training courses, since their income levels have obviously increased since attending the 
course. Of the twenty three respondents involved in business activity, 12 claimed that their 
income had increased as a direct result of attending the TTO courses. 
 
Respondents gave similar reasons to those given in the Eastern Cape for why their incomes had 
increased. These included the fact that the TTO training courses that taught them to handle their 
money better though budgeting and saving, the courses had taught them how to run their 
business, and they had been provided with skills which they could market.  
 
BEFORE I USED TO SPEND MONEY ON UNNECESSARY THINGS BUT NOW I SPEND IT ON 
BUSINESS.   [Business course] 
I KNOW HOW TO MANAGE A BUSINESS & I NOW WORK TOWARDS A PROFIT. [Business 
course] 
ITS BECAUSE NOW I KNOW HOW TO DO BUSINESS. [Leatherwork course] 
NOW I SEW CURTAINS AND DRESSES. [Business course] 
Impact on sales 
The TTO training courses did appear to have some positive effect on the selling capacity of those 
who had been involved in business before attending the course. Eleven of the existing business 
owners said that their sales had increased since attending the course. Three said their sales had 
stayed the same, and only one said sales had decreased, although no reason for this was given.  
 
Again, the type of training that respondents attended did not appear to have made any difference 
to the development of sales, since entrepreneurs who had attended the sewing or leatherwork 
courses were just as likely to have increased their sales as those who had attended the business 
course.  
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Cash Sales Frequency 
 R400 1 
 R498 1 
 R510 1 
 R520 1 
 R812 1 
 R1200 1 
 R1550 1 
 R1600 1 
 R1800 1 
 R2000 1 
 R2400 1 
 R2600 1 
 R4800 1 
 R6000 2 
 R10000 1 
Total 17 
Table 45: Total cash sales in previous 4 weeks 
Seventeen of the 23 business owners specified their cash sales for the previous month. The 
lowest amount received in cash sales over the previous month was R400, while another business 
owner had received R10 000 in cash sales. The average cash sales for these 17 businesses in the 
previous four weeks was R2 593, far higher than the cash sales reported for the Eastern Cape. 
The median was R1600. This may explain why business owners in the Western Cape did not run 
additional businesses in the way that entrepreneurs in the Eastern Cape did, since there is less of 
a need to supplement their income.  
 
Credit sales Frequency 
 R0 1 
 R97 1 
 R125 1 
 R147 1 
 R160 1 
 R400 1 
 R480 1 
 R648 1 
 R1600 1 
 R2400 1 
Total 10 
Table 46: Total credit sales for the previous four weeks 
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Only 10 of the business owners reported selling their products on credit, and one had not made 
any credit sales in the previous four weeks. The average credit sales in the previous four weeks 
had been R606. The median was R280. This is far lower than the cash sales, and indicates that 
these business owners are less likely to sell their products on credit than for cash, unlike in the 
Eastern Cape.   
 
Total sales Frequency 
 R560 1 
 R635 1 
 R812 1 
 R1000 1 
 R1146 1 
 R1196 1 
 R1396 1 
 R1546 1 
 R1596 1 
 R1947 1 
 R1996 1 
 R2497 1 
 R3000 1 
 R5996 2 
 R6400 1 
 R12400 1 
Total 17 
Table 47: Total sales for previous four weeks 
The average for the total sales in the previous month was R2948. This was far higher than found 
in the Eastern Cape. The median for total sales in the Western Cape was R1596. 
Impact on assets 
The TTO courses also appeared to have had a positive impact on the assets and life style of 
business owners. Eight of the 23 current business owners (35%) claimed that their assets had 
increased since attending the TTO training course, while seven (30%) said that they had 
remained the same. Only one business owner claimed that his assets had decreased, but was not 
necessarily due to the TTO course. 
 
The impact on assets appears to be greatest when looking at the businesses that had been in 
operation prior to the course. Forty percent (six) of these business owners claimed to have 
increased their assets since the TTO course.  
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Money from business has enabled respondent to… Frequency % 
Make home improvements (add to or improve house) 13 57% 
Buy any electrical appliances or furniture for use in home or business 13 57% 
Reduce debts 13 57% 
Increase monthly income 12 52% 
Increase amount of money saved (including stokvels, gooi-goois, etc.) 12 52% 
Invest more in own or family's education 9 39% 
Join a burial society or buy funeral insurance 9 40% 
Buy chickens/poultry or livestock 6 26% 
Buy other things for business  (land, buildings, equipment, stock, etc.) 6 26% 
Donate money to help other people  3 13% 
Purchase life assurance 2 9% 
Make other financial investments 2 9% 
Buy motor vehicles 2 10% 
Table 48: Development of business owners’ assets 
Eighteen of the 23 respondents who were engaged in some kind of business activity had made 
enough money from their businesses to improve both their assets and their life style. More than 
half (57%, N=13) were able to make improvements to their houses, buy appliances or furniture 
for their homes or businesses and reduce their debts. As well as material benefits, 40% of the 
business owners were able to invest in their own or family‟s education, and 15% were able to 
donate money. Forty percent used their income to join a burial society or buy funeral insurance. 
Two were even able to use their profits to purchase motor vehicles. 
Employment creation 
Eighteen (78%) of the 23 business owners employed other people to work in their business. 
These 18 businesses employed a total of 35 people, and the majority of them (N=21) are not 
family members or relatives. Nine of the businesses have at least two employees, five have three, 
and three employed as many as 4 or 5 people. 
 
Only 15 of the 35 people had been working for these businesses before the owners attended the 
training course. The other twenty had been taken on afterwards. 
 
Twenty four of the 35 people helping owners with their businesses were being paid to do so. 
This is similar to the number of employees who are not family members, possibly indicating that 
those who are relatives and help out in the business receive benefits for doing so in other more 
indirect ways. 
 
The eight new businesses that were started up after participants attended the TTO course 
employed 9 people. These, together with the jobs created for the business owners themselves, 
means that the new businesses provided 17 jobs. The ratio of jobs created per business started is 
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2.1:1, or 2.1 jobs per new business. When looking at the overall number of jobs created by the 
businesses currently run by training participants (58 jobs provided by 23 businesses), this ratio is 
2:5, or 2 ½ jobs created per existing business. 
 
Sixty one percent (N=14) of the respondents involved in business said that their families had 
been supportive of their efforts, and only 4 said that their family members had not supported 
them. The support that was provided usually took the form of financial assistance, but also 
sometimes involved practical help such as selling and advertising.  
WHEN I AM SHORT OF MONEY THEY GIVE IT TO ME.   [Business course] 
HELP GET CUSTOMERS.   [Business course] 
THEY DO SELLING.   [Business course] 
MY HUSBAND SOME WEEKENDS HE GOES OUT TO SELL ALL THE CLOTHES THAT ARE 
FINISHED.   [Leatherwork course] 
Access to equipment 
Almost half (48%, N=11) of the Western Cape respondents involved in business owned the basic 
equipment they needed to run their businesses, while another two (9%) had access to the 
necessary equipment by means of borrowing or sharing. 
 
Four of the respondents did not have access to the necessary equipment for running their 
business. Two of these respondents were involved in the meat trade, one was involved in food 
preparation, and the other was involved in dressmaking and sewing. Unlike those involved in 
selling manufactured products, these kinds of businesses require specialised equipment, and a 
lack of this kind of equipment was mentioned by many participants as one of the main obstacles 
to the creation of new businesses after participants have attended TTO training courses. 
Business development and satisfaction 
As in the Eastern Cape, none of the interviewees engaged in business appeared to have 
purchased any business services in the previous 12 months, despite the fact that businesses in the 
Western Cape appear to be bigger and more prosperous.  
 
Six of the twenty three business owners had changed their products since attending the TTO 
courses, and all of these six had attended the business course. Two respondents involved in 
dressmaking and sewing appeared to have benefited from the business course because they were 
now selling a wider variety of „patterns and styles‟ of clothes. Another respondent involved in 
selling activities had been able to expand, and had added fish to the products that he sold. Both 
meat traders and the spaza owner had increased the range of products that they sold. One meat 
trader had changed his products „because sometimes people demand different things and you‟ve 
got to supply differently‟. 
 
Although the businesses run by respondents in the Western Cape appeared to be more profitable 
than their Eastern Cape counterparts, the business owners still did not seem to regard their 
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businesses as fulfilling or satisfying. More than half (52%, N=12) of the respondents would not 
turn down a regular job paying a comparable amount in favour of running their own business. 
Six of the seven dressmakers would not turn down a regular job, and neither would both 
participants involved in selling activities, three of the four meat traders and the respondent 
involved in child care. Only four said that they would prefer to remain in their own businesses. 
These four included the 2 spaza owners, a meat trader and the respondents involved in food 
preparation. Like in the Eastern Cape, this seems to indicate that the development of small 
businesses is still seen as more of a necessity for economic survival, rather than a desire to be an 
entrepreneur. 
Impact on personal income 
 Before course After course 
Income Frequency % Frequency % 
0 40 53% 
33 45% 
R1 - R200 53 17% 
R201 - R300 6 8% 6 8% 
R301 - R500 10 13% 12 16% 
R501 - R1000 3 4% 10 14% 
R1001 - R1500 2 3% 5 7% 
R1501 - R2000 2 3% 1 1% 
More 0 0% 6 8% 
Total 76 100% 73 100% 
Table 49: Monthly income, before and after training course 
Sixty percent (N=49) of all the interviewed training participants (whether involved in business or 
not) said that their income had not changed since attending the TTO courses. In Table 46 a 
definite increase can be seen in personal monthly income after attending the training course, but 
it is difficult to say whether this is a result of the TTO training course or due to other 
circumstances. Twenty seven respondents provided reasons for their changes in income. These 
usually involved the new or improved skills that they had acquired through the TTO course 
(22%, N=18), or they were now able to use their skills such as making clothes, to save money 
(4%, N=3). Six (7%) provided reasons which were unrelated to the TTO courses, such as finding 
full time employment. 
Social and personal benefits 
Almost half of the respondents (47%, N=39) indicated that they applied the knowledge they had 
acquired from the TTO course in some way in their daily lives.  
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 Application of skills Frequency % 
I apply my knowledge in my business 24 62 
I assist other people and teach them my skills 11 28 
I make the things I want for myself/family 2 5 
I cannot apply my knowledge because of lack of materials 2 5 
Total 49 100 
Table 50: Application of skills from training course 
The type of course which participants attended had no influence on whether they applied the 
skills they had acquired or not. Some of the examples of ways in which these skills had been 
applied included: 
HELPING MY NEIGHBOURS IN SEWING. [Sewing course] 
I NOW GO TO THE STANDS WHERE THEY SELL THESE BAGS AND ASSIST THEM IN THEIR 
PROBLEMS. [Leatherwork course] 
I CAN NOW DRAW UP A BUDGET OF HOW MUCH I HAVE SPENT AND HOW MUCH PROFIT I 
EARN. [Business course] 
 
Tangible benefit Frequency % 
I have acquired skills and knowledge/a certificate 44 59 
No benefit 18 24 
I am able to earn more because of my skills and knowledge 10 13 
Me and my family benefit from my skills (not earning) 3 4 
Total 75 100 
Table 51: Tangible benefit of TTO training 
The majority of participants (59%) felt that that the main benefit of attending the TTO training 
had been the acquisition of knowledge and skills. Others (13%) spoke of being able to afford 
more, and one respondent said the course has taught him how to be „financially viable‟. 
I LEARNT HOW TO SEW WHERE AS BEFORE I HAD NO KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO USE THE 
MACHINE. [Sewing course] 
I LEARNED HOW TO OPEN UP AND RUN A BUSINESS. [Business course] 
BENEFITS ARE THAT NOW I CAN RUN A SMALL BUSINESS OF SELLING CHICKEN PIECES. 
[Business course] 
TO DESIGN AND CUT MY OWN OUTFIT. [Sewing course] 
I CAN SEE MY PROFIT, HOW TO MAINTAIN THE BUSINESS SKILLFULLY. [Business course] 
 
However, almost a quarter did not feel that they had received any tangible benefits from 
attending the course. Respondents did not give reasons for this, but gave responses such as „I 
have no benefit I can think of‟, „No benefits as yet‟, and „Nothing at this time‟. This feeling that 
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they have not yet experienced any benefits from the course may be related to the difficulties in 
obtaining money and equipment to start up a business.  
 
Almost half (48%, N=40) of the Western Cape training participants felt that, since they had 
attended the TTO course, the quality of their life and that of their families had improved.  
 
Change in lifestyle Frequency % 
I have been able to make money 14 36 
I now have more knowledge, skills and more opportunities 10 26 
I have more confidence/respect/pride/motivation 6 15 
I use my skills for my family's benefit (clothes, bags, budgeting) 9 23 
Total 39 100 
Table 52: Improvement in life style as a result of TTO training 
I CAN SEW MY FAMILY'S CLOTHES WITHOUT SPENDING MONEY IN BUYING CLOTHES. 
[Sewing course] 
I‟M WISER WITH WHAT I DO. I‟M ABLE TO TEACH MY FAMILY MORE ABOUT BUSINESS. 
[Business Course] 
MORE MONEY IN THE HOUSE NOW. [Sewing course] 
NOW I CAN REPAIR ANY DAMAGES OF ANY SORT SUCH AS SHOES BAGS JACKETS THAT 
ARE TORN. [Leatherwork course] 
MY CHILDREN ARE LIVING A BETTER LIFE. [Business course] 
NOW I CAN SOMETIMES SEW USING MY SISTERS MACHINE MAKING CLOTHES FOR MY 
FAMILY. [Sewing course] 
THEY CAN SEE A SOURCE OF INCOME. [Business course] 
 
Thirty percent (N=24) of training participants also reported that their own and their family‟s 
educational opportunities and access to information had improved since they had attended the 
TTO training course.  
 Frequency % 
I have new skills; increased knowledge of resources and opportunities  13 54 
We have more money 8 33 
I have shared my skills 3 13 
Total 24 100 
Table 53: Change in educational opportunities as result of TTO training 
Examples of this included the skills they themselves had learnt and the opportunities that the 
training courses had opened up for themselves and their families. Several respondents also said 
that through their training, they had been able to increase their income and so were able to pay 
for education for family members.  
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YES, BECAUSE AT LEAST NOW I CAN SEND THEM TO SCHOOL AND PAY FOR THEIR FEES. 
[Leather work course] 
YES, IM CURRENTLY PAYING FEES FOR MY TWO CHILDREN WHO ARE CURRENTLY AT THE 
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY. [Business course] 
BECAUSE I TAKE MY DAUGHTER TO THE CENTRE AND SHOW HER HOW TO DO 
THE JOB.  [Business course] 
KNOW MORE ABOUT PLACES TO GO FOR INFORMATION. [Business course] 
YES, NOW I CAN COMMUNICATE AT ALL LEVELS WITH DIFFERENT PEOPLE. [Sewing 
course] 
 
The overwhelming majority of Western Cape participants (87%, N=72) said that after attending 
the TTO course, they saw themselves differently and had increased confidence, independence, 
self esteem and happiness.  
 
Change in self-esteem Frequency % 
I have more self-confidence, a sense of independence 51 69 
I feel enthusiastic about the skills I have learned 16 22 
No change, no money to start business or use skills 5 7 
I know I can run my own business 1 1 
I can make things for myself/family 1 1 
Total 74 100 
Table 54: Change in self-esteem as result of TTO training 
BEFORE I COULD NOT SEW BUT NOW I CAN. THAT MAKES ME HAPPY BECAUSE NOW I 
HAVE A SKILL. [Sewing course] 
I FEEL GOOD ABOUT MY WORK AND THE SKILLS THAT I HAVE. [Business course] 
I AM NOW MORE INDEPENDENT. I WOULDN‟T BE RELUCTANT IN STARTING A BUSINESS 
BECAUSE NOW I HAVE KNOWLEDGE. [Business course] 
I AM VERY HAPPY AFTER TTO COURSE. [Business course] 
WITH CONFIDENCE, I CAN SEW BEAUTIFUL CLOTHES. [Sewing course] 
I FEEL CONFIDENT IN A WAY THAT, IF I'M GIVEN A CHANCE TO DO BUSINESS, I CAN HELP 
OTHERS TOO. [Leatherwork course] 
IM PROUD OF MYSELF BECAUSE AT LEAST I HAVE A SKILL WHICH ONE DAY CAN BE MY 
BREAD. [Sewing course] 
EVEN THOUGH I DONT HAVE ANY BUSINESS, I AM NOT AFFRAID TO START MY OWN 
BUSINESS IF I CAN HAVE MONEY. [Business course] 
 
However, these quotes show that despite increased confidence, many of the respondents have not 
yet had the chance to put their new-found skills into practice, or to start up a business of their 
own. Eleven of the 83 Western Cape respondents did not see themselves differently after 
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attending the course, and this was often because they had not yet been able to use the skills that 
they had acquired.  
NO, BECAUSE I DID NOT REACH MY GOALS. [Sewing course] 
I AM STILL UNEMPLOYED. [Business course] 
ONE PROBLEM IS THAT EVER SINCE THE TRAINING ENDED I HAVE NOTHING TO DO. 
[Sewing course] 
 
Another change that a quarter of respondents (24%, N=20) claimed the TTO training had 
brought about in their lives was an increased ability to influence and participate in the decision-
making process in their households, as well as in business and when interacting with government 
officials or people in the community.  
 
Change in influence Frequency % 
I am able to make more decisions in the household, esp. money 12 63 
I can make my own business decisions 5 26 
I receive more respect in household, from friends and community 2 11 
Total 19 100 
Table 55: Change in influence as result of TTO training 
MORE DESICIVE AND SURE. [Business course] 
I AM NOW FREE TO MAKE MY OWN DECISIONS. [Sewing course] 
I AM WORKING AND ABLE TO CONTROL THINGS MORE. [Business course] 
I AM IN CHARGE OF MY LIFE. [Sewing course] 
Expectations 
Before attending the TTO training course, participants were asked to define their expectations of 
the course. When asked whether the training course had met their expectations, half of the 
respondents (50%, N=41) said it had, while the other half felt that it had not. Those who felt that 
the course had met their expectations were happy because they now had the skills they required 
to start up a business (38%, N=27). Respondents whose expectations had not been met claimed 
that they still had no money or equipment to start up their own business. They appeared to have 
expected financial assistance, but this had not been forthcoming.  
IN A WAY BECAUSE I CAN SEW, BUT NOT FOR MONEY LIKE I WANTED. [Sewing course] 
EXPECTED FINANCIAL HELP. [Business course] 
BUT ONE PROBLEM IS THAT I NEED MONEY TO START BUSINESS. [Sewing course] 
I THOUGHT THEY WOULD HELP US FIND JOBS OR OPEN  BUSINESSES. [Sewing course] 
I THOUGHT WE WOULD BE GIVEN MONEY TO START OUR OWN BUSINESS. [Business course] 
NO, BECAUSE I HAVE NO OPPORTUNITIES. [Leather work course] 
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Access to finance 
Received loan or finance from… Frequency 
No finance from outside - I have only used my own resources 38 
Family or friends 32 
Stokvels, gooi-goois, burial societies or rotating savings & credit associations 3 
Loan from a commercial financial institution 3 
Individual loan from a financial NGO or Credit Union 3 
Micro-lending agency or franchise (like Louhrens, MoneyWise, etc.) 2 
Group loan from a financial NGO 1 
Total 82 
Table 56: Sources of loans and finance 
Eight five percent of the respondents (N=70) had never received a loan or other finance from a 
formal financial institution. These respondents either relied on their own resources, or received 
assistance from family and friends. This may be because of a lack of knowledge about more 
formal institutions and the financial assistance they could provide. Only a quarter of respondents 
(26%, N=22) said that they knew of financial lending institutions which they could approach if 
they did not have enough money to start up a business. 
 
Lending institutions Frequency 
Bank 11 
Money lender, mashonisa 7 
NGO, Micro-lender 4 
Total 22 
Table 57: Type of lending institution named 
A fifth (19% N=16) of the TTO training participants said that they had asked or applied for 
finance for their business since attending the course. Only 4 had been approved and had received 
the money. Six had been turned down, and another six were still awaiting a decision. Some of 
the institutions that participants approached included Standard Bank, People‟s Bank and credit 
unions. When asked about lending institutions, many respondents (N=18) instead named 
husbands, brothers and sisters, fathers and mothers and even grandmothers as having provided 
them with loans. 
 
Obstacles to business creation and sustainability 
While training participants felt that they had acquired useful skills in their training course, they 
appeared to be frustrated at not being able to put these skills into practice, and not being able to 
actually start a business because of a lack of start-up funding, and equipment or materials. 
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The sixty Western Cape respondents who were not involved in business activities at the time of 
the survey were asked about their reasons for not being in business. The overwhelming majority 
(85%, N=51) said that they did not have the money to start a business, or to buy the necessary 
equipment and materials. Another reason given (3%, N=2) was that that they were involved in 
other activities such as raising a family or working for someone else. Unlike in the Eastern Cape, 
these respondents did not mention a lack of demand for products or services as a reason for not 
running a business.  
HAVE NOT GOT FINANCE TO START BUSINESS AT MOMENT. [Sewing course] 
I HAD NO TOOLS SO THAT‟S WHY I‟M NOT IN BUSINESS. [Leather work course] 
I AM UNEMPLOYED SO I DONT HAVE MONEY TO START A BUSINESS. [Business course] 
WELL IT'S CAPITAL THAT I NEED FIRST AND ALSO EQUIPMENT IN ORDER FOR ME TO 
OPEN UP A BUSINESS. [Sewing course] 
LACK OF MONEY, LACK OF SEWING MACHINES. [Leatherwork course] 
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Organisational Effectiveness 
The second section of this report aims to assess the organisational effectiveness of the TTO and 
its training programmes. Immediate indicators for the success of the training programmes are the 
subsequent business start up rate and the growth of these small businesses. The section will also 
look at whether or not the organisation is facilitating access to finance and if it provides follow-
up support to the training participants. In conclusion, we will look at what other services training 
participants would like to receive from the TTO. 
Business start up rate 
As can be seen from the section on client impact, very few businesses were created as a result of 
the TTO training courses. The business start up rate in the Western Cape was slightly higher than 
in the Eastern Cape (12% as opposed to 8%), but this is still low. While the majority of 
participants appreciated the skills that they had acquired, and they were sometimes able to 
benefit from them in non-financial ways (e.g. being able to sew and darn one‟s own clothes), 
very few were able to turn these skills into a business. The main obstacle to business creation 
was certainly the lack of start-up funding. Very few participants knew where to acquire funding 
or financial support, and they complained that with no money they were unable to buy 
equipment or materials. Therefore, the TTO should consider a greater emphasis on facilitating 
access to finance in future training programmes. Moreover, it might be beneficial to form closer 
links with funding agencies to enable training participants to make use of their skills in a 
business environment. This is difficult due to the lack of institutional capacity, but without some 
kind of access to financial backing, the skills that participants are taught in the courses will be of 
little use. 
Business growth 
It would also appear that the growth of businesses after attending TTO training is limited. Thirty 
five percent of participants said that their income had increased since attending a TTO course. 
While this shows that the course did have a beneficial effect on some business owners, another 
30% said that their income had stayed the same, and one said his income had decreased. The new 
and existing businesses in this sample did create jobs, but the ratios of jobs per business were 
relatively low (2.1:1 and 2.5:1 respectively). Despite having a higher average of total sales per 
month than the Eastern Cape, there were still few Western Cape entrepreneurs who had 
purchased professional services. Again, like the Eastern Cape this may simply be because micro-
businesses are generally unlikely to purchase professional services, but it may be a result of low 
profit margins or lack of knowledge as well.  
Access to finance – awareness and names of lenders 
The facilitation of access to funding and informing participants about possible sources of funding 
does not appear to have been particularly successful. Despite attending the TTO training courses, 
respondents appeared to have little knowledge of potential funding agencies, and the majority of 
participants in the Western Cape relied on their own resources or on the assistance of family 
members. In comparison to the Eastern Cape the capacity of formal financial lending institutions 
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in the Western Cape is far greater, and it is important for TTO to concentrate on building links 
and providing participants with access to opportunities for financial support, so that they can 
make use of the skills that they have acquired.  
Follow-up support  
As in the Eastern Cape, there appears to be little follow-up support provided by the TTO to 
training participants. Only a fifth (23%, N=19) of the TTO training participants that were 
interviewed said that the TTO had provided them with follow-up support, and only 7 (8%) had 
received support from another agency since the TTO training course. In most cases, follow-up 
support had consisted of encouragement (N=9) or financial advice (N=5). However, the majority 
of participants expected support from the TTO in the form of money, equipment or materials. 
YES THEY WANTED US TO SIGN FORMS SO THAT WE LEND MONEY. [Sewing course] 
THEY ENCOURAGED ME TO BE CONFIDENT IN WHAT I DO. [Leather work course] 
ENCOURAGEMENT TO OPEN UP A BUSINESS.   [Leatherwork course] 
THEY OFFER ADVICE. [Sewing course] 
CHECKED UP AND GAVE ADVICE. [Business course] 
Future training courses 
Number referred Frequency % 
None 14 17 
One 22 27 
Two to Five 29 35 
More than 5 18 22 
Total 83 100 
Table 58: Referral to TTO by clients 
There seemed to be a higher rate of referral by participants in the Western Cape, since 85% 
(N=69) claimed to have referred others to the TTO courses. Thirty five percent claimed to have 
referred two to five people, and more than a fifth claimed to have referred more than five people.  
 
Required services Frequency % 
Supply of capital, equipment and materials 41 49 
Support and empower small businesses, more help and information 31 37 
Agricultural training (pig and poultry breeding, growing vegetables) 1 1 
Expand existing courses (more products, more widely available) 1 1 
Computer skills 1 1 
Other 8 10 
Total 83 100 
Table 59: Other services required by community 
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The training participants were also asked about other services or training courses that their 
community might need. The two overwhelmingly mentioned needs involved the supply of 
capital and equipment to enable individuals to start up a business (49%, N=41), and more 
extensive support and empowerment of small business ventures. Participants in the Western 
Cape were less likely to suggest agricultural courses than their Eastern Cape counterparts were, 
and this is probably because they were based in a less rural setting. However, Western Cape 
respondents were less likely to suggest any other skills based courses either. This may be 
because Western Cape participants appeared to feel that the courses provided them with adequate 
skills, but that the problem was they were unable to benefit from them because of financial 
constraints and a lack of materials. While the TTO courses appear to be popular and successful at 
providing participants with skills, these courses will not achieve the goal of empowering 
participants if they are unable to start up their own business through lack of financial assistance.   
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CONCLUSION 
When looking at the conclusions to this impact evaluation, one has to keep in mind the relatively 
small size of the sample in the study. While the interviewed sample of 228 trainees allows us to 
make statements which are accurate to within 7% at the 85% confidence level, the very small 
number of business owners makes confident and statistically accurate statements about this 
group particularly difficult. The findings relating to business owners should therefore be seen as 
trends and indications rather than unquestionable facts.  
 
Nevertheless, it appeared that the majority of training participants, regardless of the type of 
training they had attended, appreciated their new-found skills and knowledge. By their own 
indication, most of them derived a number of benefits which were not necessarily of a financial 
nature. 
 
The TTO training seemed to have a significant impact on how the participants felt about 
themselves. Regardless of whether they used them for business purposes or not, the participants 
were happy to have increased their skills and levels of knowledge, particularly because this could 
be proven by the certificate they had received. Training participants felt better about themselves 
and about what they now felt they could achieve. Although relatively few participants were 
currently in business, they nevertheless felt empowered because they now had the potential 
opportunity. 
 
Participant also reported that they now received a more respect from their families, friends and 
communities because they had achieved something significant. Women in particular seemed to 
have gained more influence in their households because of their skills, and felt that they were 
more able now to take charge of their lives and businesses. 
 
The sewing and leather work skills in particular appeared to involve immediate personal benefits 
for the participants and their families, because they were now able to produce or repair clothes 
and leather goods for the household. In some cases, this had a positive impact on the household 
income because of the savings involved.  
 
Many participants also reported that they passed on their skills, not only to family and friends but 
also the community as a whole. Business course participants seemed to be especially likely to 
help other business owners in the community with their pricing, budgeting and customer 
relations skills. Families seemed to be mostly supportive and some of them got involved in the 
participant‟s business. 
 
Existing business people particularly appear to have derived positive benefits in that many 
experienced increases in sales and assets. 
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However, despite the overall positive impact of the TTO training, business creation and growth 
were limited, and certainly below TTO‟s stated target of a 30-60% business start up rate.  
 
Number of Respondents Eastern Cape Western Cape 
Economically active 28% 43% 
Involved in business 19% 28% 
Business start up rate since course 8% 12% 
Table 60: Comparison of figures for Eastern and Western Cape  
The jobs per business ratio is encouraging because these businesses are providing employment 
for others as well as the business owners themselves.  However, many of these jobs are filled by 
unpaid family members receiving some non-monetary benefits.  While this is better than no 
employment, paid jobs providing a regular income would probably add much more value.   
 
The main obstacle that was identified by the participants was a lack of funding and very limited 
knowledge on how to access funding. This aspect of training should be emphasised to a greater 
extent by the TTO if it hopes to provide not only skills but also opportunities to disadvantaged 
communities. Moreover, the TTO should try and increase the amount of follow-up support it 
currently provides to combat the feeling of „deserted-ness‟ that seems to prevail amongst some 
of the former TTO training participants. 
 
